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woe# that beset the hog man who uses
>ipeu troughs Mr. J. C. Norton of Kansas has invented a trough which, he
says, fcr.s proved the joy of his life,

diagram, and it is hoped that the*e will
elucidate Mr. Norton's plan sufficiently

désir» s to carry
for any reader who
;t out successfully. I» the drawing of
the end of the trouuli 1 r· presents the

sills. 2 th<· end of trough. 3 the space
tv.-een the partition boards. 4 the
•( ««;
,rvs at the top of the partition
studding to sustain the top board that
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I'lickiiiu.

Under these arrangements the ice
will freeze together as the blocks lie in
coutact and form one single mass.
Each block thus keeps the next one
This happens by reason of a
cold
process of regulation, which means
"fn-ezlug again." It is a property of
ice that if two pieces are brought into

NORTON'S HOO TEOTOH. END VIEW
you walk out on. 3 the side braces that
keep the ho^s from turning sitiewisc
and getting their front feet in the
trough; 0 and 7 are the top and bottom
boards that brace the side braces; the
hogs will get their feet over 7. but never in the trough; * is the storm doom,

cl<*e coutact they will freeze together.
This is how icebergs are formed, by
masso of ice coming into contact aud
uniting by this curious property; hence
It is well to sweep the small dust made
in the handling of the blocks in the
house into cracks between the blocks,

\ Few Working Mot··.
For sills eleven strips 1 by 4 or 2 by 4.
six feet lonf. or. better still, eight feet ι
and sometimes water is poured over
long, are set up purallel about nineteen each
layer of the ice to make the mass
2
inches
Two
planks
Inchee apart.
For this reason
still more compact.
1
<i
feet
loTg
thick. 12 iuchee wld· and
also the blocks should be carefully
are spiked down to these «111*. placing
marked out on the Ice and cut to acth· plank crosswise of the sills and side
curate measure.
by side n«ar the ceatar of the sills, thus
Beat

forming the bottom wf a double trough,
▲round these planks nail a 1 by 4 strip
to form the edges of the trough, aad on
each side of the** planks lay down
boards and nail them to the sills, and
we have the bottom of a trough and the
board floor at each side of it that the
hogs are to stand their front feet on

Time

tu

Cat

and

I'ni-k

Ice.

It Is desirable to cut and pack the ice
In the coldest weather, for then ice is
To put up
the most solid and hard
Ice iu warm or rainy weather is to be
avoided, and it is well to «pen the house
a few days before tbe iee is packed to
cool it aud dry it thoroughly.

while drinking.
There are four inches of space between the partitiou boards in the ceu-

Rabbit Trap·.
While many are out gunning for rabbits. some of the boys may waut to
Two diagrams from
catch them alive
au exchange are given showing traps
that are just as good now for all practical purposes as if they were uot of a

of the trough.
There are eleven of the side braces
Their top ends are bevon each side.
eled to h>*l the secoud story trough or
hopper, and they keep the hogs out
of the trough. At the top of the braces
nail a board nine Inches wide ou each
ter

very old fashion.
Une shows the ordinary box tra;».
with a lid attached to a string which is

side of the trough. This leaves a space
of twelve Inches to put u twelve iuch
board In that is to be hung at the top
edge with hinges, and these two
hinged boards and α twelve iuch board
on tup of the second story or hopper
of the trough will exclude any storm;
also the hogs when not wanted at the

trough.

Mr.

What

\ortou

possibly

easily

tlit* tail end υf tLi«* box and
is tied to a trigger. ou which is fastened
the bait. The ral>l>it pics into the box,
fool» with the bait, and the box does
the rest. A show» the manner in which
the trigger is constructed uud Β the

passtd over

box set for the rabbit.
The figure 4 trigger shown may be
aet under one edge of a box and the
rabbits caught alive. The box is set
with one edge on the trigger at C. the
At Ε is a
bait on the trigger at L>.
notch in the upright, in which the bait
stick rests. The trigger must be cnrefully made, so that it will trip easily.
The box trap may also be set in the
same manner by placing the figure 4

get

Think· of It.

trigger at one side of the box under the
fall door.

WITH THE NEW YEAR.
Thought·
It

trough.

He that will hare no trouble in this
world must not be born in It.
Let every farmer and his wife begin
keeping books this winter. In the dai-

ry. the poultry yard*and every department of the farm a careful acconut of
everything will show where the profits

and losses oceur.
"Cow· are honest, and horses do the
best they can." So said a farmer boy
the other day when comparing farm
He had
life with the world outside.
even at his age seen something of the
deceitfuinees of men. It is a fact that
on the farm one may see the best side
It is worth while to think of
of life.

some more.
Late Seed rotator· lu Cold Storage.

One Important factor when raising
late potatoes Is to store the seed where
they will uot sprout and exhaust tbolr
strength. Early in the winter the potatoes wanted for late planting the following season should be packed in new
tlour barrels and headed, theu removed
to cold storage aud kept there until
planting tiuie. The seed potatoes will

this.
There is one man the trusts have not
swallowed, and he is the all around
farmer. Nor will he be gobbled up. He
will know Just where his bnnkfnst is
coming from tomorrow morning: he
will be sure that his home will l:e ight
in its place when he wakes and that nu
Blessed condi
one can freeze him out.
lion! And yet not one-half of us appre-

of the cold storage Just as
fresh and nice in ap;>earaBce as when
they were taken from the soil. Tlie
tubers do not Rend out sprouts as celThe strength of
lar kept tubers da
the potato Is retained. We had a good
opportunity of making a very thorough
test of this method for raising late potatoes. We had plauted out two tields
come out

ciate it.
Not long ago a business man received
a letter from a farmer. The paper used
bad u neat heading, showing the name
of the farm and the address of the proprietor. The business man's conclusion was this: "That man is a gtod

alongside each other, using for one
field cellar kept seed and for the other
The
seed taken from cold storage.
field of cellar kept seed was a total
failure, while the other field was satisfactory In every way.—A. (hardener.
Southern Indiana. In Americau Agri-

farmer. He is working with η purpose
He is not farming for his
in view.
health particularly. He means to win.
aud win he will." Of course, naming
the farm will not bring success any
more than buying thoroughbred stock

culturist.
Mote·.

a paper Is an initiation into the Order of Intelligence.
A monster map of the United States
inin graius aud grasses will afford an
teresting sight at the St. Louis exposi-

Subscribing for

will, hut it is
Journal

good symptom.-Farm

In our section there is more soft corn
than has been known for years. Not
that it was cut by early frost, but poor
germination in the spring necessitated
replanting, and then unfavorable weathmatnring. Quite a little
er

with Sumatra tobacco in
Connecticut and with Cuban filler leaf
SecreIn Ohio aud Texas is uoted by
tary Wilson 1.. his annual report.
of
It Is now stated that the outbreak
foot and mouth disease is more extenit
sive than was supposed and that
ithode Isnow exists in Connecticut,
land. Massachusetts and Vermont.
Success

prevented

were

148.313.

a

Soft Cor·.

tion.

admitted to this country
There
from Mexico last year over GS.OUO cataud
tle aud fully U.UC0 sheep, lambs
from Canada of
Importations
goats.
cattle numbered ouly 27.710 and sheep

or.

happy days!

tom of the trough iu which a plug is inserted.
Build one trough and use it awhile,
and theu you will be prepared to build

Sow· and

Pleaainir and I'rofiinlilv
Muy Mr. Otliertvlne.

Sunshine for you. gentle reader, and

measure

a

ii

By CUTCLIFFE HYNE

IF

announced in the captains' room at Halletfs that η
any one

could leave that «.actum
shortly peforc turning eat tluie
>nd be forth wth kidnaped In the oi>en
of SooU, Shields. «« -*ο
man

mariner within hear.ug would

down
gratuitous liar.
nut him

contemptuous^

!
j:

From some experiments at the .Marylaud station it appears that boric acid

of this late coru was husked out early
and stored In cribs, but it heated aud
molded aud made no eud of trouble.
The best way to handle soft coru is to
feed out of the field uutll the weather
aud tied in
gets quite cold. If set up
fair sized shocks. It will stay perfectly
will relgood and sweet, and the stock
ish it fresh out of the husk, though the

stover deteriorate* somewhat standing
oat thus and the method looks rather

to
slovenly; but it Is far preferable
will
as a preservative in milk may
baring musty corn, as no animal
drink thrive on such feed or even eat it unfalling of the hair In those who
I
lass starved to It—National Stockman.
the milk thus preserved.

I

'.ne
as

a

ulous m the

A.

fimtains' room were expressed stion„
ly and With due maritime force ot Ian-

J1ÏÏSU

its fn,,neuters
*>■»"»'«
curlty. There was a faint smell of λιιγ
the atmosphere ''Iul
been within the memory of tin oM et

place seemed

to

er

uish'in

al^J81,

habitue, and ®blPmastt'ls
the odor with a steli of P·» >··
men do return to the
an old and unobtrusive fn^u\. Capt.nn
met in that room who traded in all
parte of the globe. talked and soon

ca|"1
■

acquaintances

found

In

commo

whs a sort of informal club, with
subscription and an unlimited "le'n

^

Mx, The holding of a mast» r s t. k
..f was the only entrance qualitication
and it was not considered polite to «
that
your neighbor whether he was at

moment in or out of employment
If vou were a genuine m:is u ni.tr»
« :.ou.
of a,, uneluM.aMe
„
vou dill not S» '» "u' oai'tolus
Halleti's a second time, and alwa

"/hut

sneaking of it rather eonuaiptuou
when the place was n.*iit;oiM»d 1

if vou did not h-.ld a 1.1 > e>
ticket, even if you were that dnshn».
thin- a newly fledjzed mate, tbe bai
ou aiiard spotted you ou he
1111,1
luttant and «dd.
rate." and din-cted you to Λ <».
ward

■Sen

down the passage
t I
Into this exclus!ν·» chatnbir r.ntai„
to
Owen Kettle had mod.· hi, «»>
da v after tea and over two mod^tha.f
>
pints of bitter beer had dont· ins
the talk and listening fron » t
10:S(> of the clock, lit'
room

-·

:aj

fà

views with other shlpmasurs oh '·
crews, insurance, climates and
other professional matters. who>·
th„ nnifaue world not in the
i.v
finds so dreary, .ml had heon
limened to with defweiue.
who commanded attention and.
though von might not like what he

Îhoso

shi.«;

ÎnL«.
LTn

said, you would

uot

dream of ret using

to listen to it.

r,.nmiu
That special night, however Captain
Kettle's personal views on maritime afw«e listened to with «ν™
A
deference thun usual.

r-

"';'™

of

Valparaiso

as a

ns>

said the little sailor, dryly

right

captain."

said

the

^

membrance."
"You're very poUte. captain.
"Don't mention it. captain.
red haired maa. aud hi· struck the bell.
Half . pint of hitter, pta»*
miss, and one of your best fourpe„n>

r£rr
smokes."

talk of the captain»'
Lad halted for the moOui* worthy
ment. went on agaiu.
mariner had recently failed to show a
clean bill of health in Barcelona and
had been sent to do twenty days' peu·
ance at the (|uaruutiue station, which
The

4*
«»

general

which

is Id Port Mahon, Minorca. As a natural consequence, he wanted to give his
views ou Spain and Spanish κυνοπιment with length and bitterness. but
somehow the opportunity was denied
him. The red haired man put in a sentence or two and a question, und it was
Kettle's views on the question to which
the captains' room found itself listen-

ing. A salvage matter was brought up
by a stout gentleman in the Baltic tim-

ber trade who was anxious to air his
sentiments, but the red haired man
skillfully Intervened, aud "Kettle on
salvage" was asked for and beard.
And bo on all through the evening.
The red haired man did his work cleverly. and no oue resented It
Now, Kettle was a man who liked
being listened to. and there is no doubt
that his vanity wae tickled by all this
deference from his professional equals.
There Is no doubt also that the snug
security of Hallett'a lulled his usual
sense of wariness, which may in part
account for what happened afterward.
And so, without further excuse for
him. It Is my painful duty to record

that an hour after he left the captains'
room the little sailor was entrapped
and kidnaped by what to a man of his
knowledge was one of the most vulgar
of artifices.
He emptied his tumbler, stood up and
said be must be going. The red haired
man looked at the rouad cabin clock
on the wall and mentioned that It was
hie time also, and together they went
outside Into the damp, dark main
street of South 8bields.
"Going back to your ahlp, captain?"
asked the big stranger.

"Why, no. captain," said Kettle. "I
live here; and I'm off home."
"Then I suppose I ^ust say good
night. Hope to meet you again, though.
What boat are you on now, captain?"
"Well. I'm putting in a bit of a spell
ashore Just now. captain. Fact is. 1

Calf
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ana
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"My cair wae
taken 24 hours after
birth with scours of
a watery, foamy nature, was weak and

Powder ^ίΤΪοοΛ™

doses of Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and
Digestive Powder brought it around all
right and It has been doing well ever since."
M. E. Ruth, Hanover, Pa.
"
Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and Digestive Powder cured three bad cases of scours
In my herd. I find the Digestive Powder
L. C.
gives the calf strength and appetite."
Κλτηβονε, Hebron, Conn.
Two sizes of each-$1 and $2.60. Call for
circular on Calf Scour Treatment.
For sale by F. A. Shubtlxff A Co., South

Paris, Me.
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haven't come across any employment
rjuite to my taste lutely. 'Tisn't every
shipowner 1 care to serve under."
"No," said the red haired uian. "They
But look
are brutes most of them.
here, captain, tliere'd be no offense in
my getting you the refusal of a berth,
would there?"
Kettle Hushed.

"Captain,"

he said,
"you're very good. You see, I'm married. with children, and I've never
earned enough to put anything by. Between men, I don't mind telling you
I'm on my beam ends. If I can't get
hold of an advance note this week, it
will mean going to the pawnshop for
Mrs. Kettle's next Sunday's dinner."
The red haired mau eighed. "Well,
he said, "you needn't thank
me. It's just my duty to my employers
But
to put this thiug in your way.
we'll not speak of it here in the open.
Come along off to my steamboat."
"Right," said Kettle. "Where havr

captain."

you μοί her?"
"She's lying at a buoy in the river.
We can get a boat from the steps."
Nothing much more was said between
them then. The big red haired man
seemed indisposed for further talk, and

he eald, "and I hate myself for bringing you here."
"What's that noise overhead?" eald
Kettle. "What are your crew doing on
deck?" He tried to rise, but fell back
Btnpidly on the sofa. A harsh bell
clanged from somewhere beneath, and
the slop slop of water came to him
"She's
the yacht's side.
through
swinging round In the stream, anil
some oue's rung 'standby' to the engine

room."
"Sounds like It." the rid haired man
admitted.
Aguin K.'ttle tried to rise and. with
an immense effort. totteivd to his feet.
I>:it he h it! 1 een given a d.ug too pow
erful for even ills iiou will to tight
against. and lie swayed and then
pitched helplessly sideways Jo the car-

pet.

The last dickering gleams of
sciolism s wrri» passing away
him. but t!?c truth of what had
pened had Hashed upon lilni at

con

from

haplast

"Shanghaied!" he murmured.
"By
Jnmes. yes. shanghaied! That's what
this means. Well. 1 pity the man that
shanghaied me. By—James—yes!" He
breathed stertorously a time or two
more, as though trying to get out other
words, and then dropped off Into η
deathly stupor.

Then the door of the stateroom creaked slyly open, and the red haired man
etarted violently. He turned and saw
a tall, dark woman Just crossing the
threshold. "Donna Olotllde!" he said
"I
thought you were
nervously.
ashore. Then it was by your orders"—
'That the yacht was got under
weigh? Si, senor. I saw you come on
board with the mau we have beep
hunting for these last t\\<» years, and
as soon as the pair of you got below 1
sent word to the mate to call all hands
and get out of the Tyne as soon as the
pilot could manage it" She knelt be-

Kettle was too proud to ask questions.
Together they walked with their short

seaman's stride down the wet new
of the seaport, aud Captain
Kettle made his bruin ache by hoping
that this would not be another Item to
streets

add to his loug list of disappointments,
lie had not earned a day's wage for
elx months, and he was in such straits
for want of money that he was grow

ing desperate.

got down to the steps and took
a waterman's boat, turned up the piece
of plank which lay In the stern sheets
and sat on the dry side and then pushed
off into the dark river. The red haired
man picked up the yoke lines and
steered the boat among the dense shipping, past tiers of coasting schooners
and timber droghers and out of work
clinker built tugs, past ungainly iron

They

steam tramps, tishing craft, dredgers
and the other resting traffic of the
Tyne, aud finally rounded up under a
frieze of sterns and ran alongside the
gangway of a 200 ton steam yacht
"Hello!" said Kettle. "Pleasure?"
"Well, hardly that," eaid the red

ucvc*
^ c
May start auy uniiuic.
know.
My owner's a rare one for
changing mind."
"Might be a
"Hub:" eaid Kettle.
woman."
"Deviilsb like a woman." said the
He opened a
red haired man dryly.

door at the foot of the companlonwuy
and turned an electric light switch
"This is my room, captain. Step right
in. A drop of whisky would be η good
thing to keep out the cold while we
talk. Excuse me a minute while I go
get a couple of tumblers. I guess the
steward's turned in."
Kettle seated himself on a velvet
covered sofa and looked round at the
elaborate fittings of the cabin. "Satin-

panels." he commented, "nickel
battels to put the charts on. glass

wood

backed bookcase and silk bunk cur
tains; no expense spared anywhere

Lord! Who wouldn't sell a farm and
she
go to sea? But the old man said
I wonder what the
wasn't pleasure.
game is? Contraband, I guess. Many
Well, any
a yacht's great ou that
way. I've got to hear."
The red haired man came back with
two half tilled tumblers and a water
"Here's the poison." said he.
Jug.

"Mis it according
your o\Vn weight."
"That's rather more than my usual
whack." said Kettle, eying the tumbler,
"but it's a cold, wet night, so here'sBy the way. captain. I'm afraid I've
to

forgotten your name."
"My Dame?" said the red haired man.
"Oh. yes: I'm Douglas—Captain Douglas."
Kettle
said
Douglas."
"Captain
thoughtfully. "No: I can't say I recall
It at present. Well. sir. anyway, here's

your very good health and prosperity."
"Same." said the red haired man.
and be absorbed his whisky and water
with the dexterity of an artist. Out
of politeness Captain Kettle flnlihed
his tumbler also. There Is un etiguette

about these matters.
Silence filled the cabin for a minute
or so. broken only by the distant clat
ter of a shovel «n a fire bar. nnd Ket
It was
tie looked at the cabin clock.
11:30. aud Mrs. Kettle would be ex
pecting him home. "Hello:" he wild

"Firing up? Oh, I suppose you've got
to keep steam in the donkey boiler
fcbile you're In the harbor to run your
dynamo. By the way. you were talking about some employment you could
put in my way, captain." he added

suggestively.
"Einployn>ent," said Douglas uneasily. "Oh, was I? Employment—yee.
to be sure. Well, you see. captain. It

my owner I was speaking for. and
I've been thinking It over, and perhaps,
on the whole, you'd better see her for
was

yourself."

"Her!" said Kettle. "la thoro a woat the head of the concern?"
"A lady, call her. But look here, captain; you're getting sleepy. Why not
turn in here for the night and see her
man

hungry."
Captain Douglas

sters

swore

and hit the

table with his flat "If· beastly

hard,"

light, slung out his right fist, sending
every ounce of his weight after it, and
caught the red haired man squarely on
the peak of the Jaw.
The fellow went dowu as If he bad
been poleaxed and Kettle promptly on
top of him. The three other bunds of
the watch on deck were coming fast to
their big captain's assistance, and Ket
tie innde the most of bis time. He had
been brought up In a school where he
was taught to hit hard and hit first
tnd keep on hitting, and, moreover, he
to
was anatomically skilled enough
know where to hit with most effect.
He had no time then for punctilious
fighting, ne Intended to mnrk bis man
In return for value received, nnd he
did it Then the three lusty deck bands
of the watch came up and wrenched
him off and held him for their officer
In turn to take vengeance on.
Kettle stood In their grip, panting
and pale and exultant.
"You great ugly, red polled beggar!"
he said. "I've mude your face match
your head, but you needn't thank me

were

you."

"Tell your bande to set me adrift and

try."

dose you measured out yourself; so
what's done Is your own affair. I only
added enough whisky to drown the
taste, and the poor little beggar drank

it all down at one mouthful."
"I don't see you need pity him much.
He will be all right when be wakes."
"When he wakes, it will be at sea,
and I have beard him speak of bis wife
and kids. That's why I pity blm. Donna Clotilde.
Incidentally I'm a bit sorHe stooped over the
ry for myself."
prostrate man and tcok a revolver from
the back of his trousers. "Look there!
You sec the fellow took ο gun with bim,
even to Hallett'·. It's growu to be a
habit with him. He's a dead shot. too.

and doesn't mind shooting."
"I didn't think you were a coward."
"Yon know quite well I'm not, senorlta, "but this Captain Kettle will remember that I was the fellow that de

coyed him

on

board, aud he'll be pretty

anxious to square up the account when
he wakes."
"You are well paid on purpose to
cover any risks," said tke woman, with

contempt
"Aud I shall be earning my pay," said
"Thia
the red haired man doggedly.
«wall person here's α holy terror. Welt,
I must be getting on dcck to see the
pilot take ber down the river. Here,
I'll put him on the bed before 1 go.

•ome

He'll sleep It off more comfortably
there."
"You «hall not touch him," said Domi"I will do all that's needna Clotilde.
ful I have waited for this moment for

three long years."
"Well, you must be pretty keen on
him if you can sit by blm when he does
not know you."
"I have loved him since the first moment we met, and he knows it, and I
do not mind who else knows It also. I
am entirely without shame in the matter. I glory In it I am not one of your

cold blooded European women."
"Well," he said, "you're paying me to
run this yacht, and I must be off to see
the pilot takes her out of the river
without losing us any paint" And be
weut out of his room and left Donna
Clotilde La Touche alone with this
man by whom she was so fiercely at-

tracted.

The yacht steamed out between Tyne
pierheads, and the pilot left ber in the
boat which had been towing stern first
lier destination was the
alongside.
Mediterranean, but she did not port
ber beliu at once. Instead she held on
straight out into the North sea aud
then turned off to make the Mediter-

ranean, north about—that is, through
the Pentland and round Scotland. She

Pains in the Back

Are symptoms of a weak, torpid
stagnant condition of the kidneys 01
liver, and are a warning it is extremelj
yourself in the morning?"
hazardous to neglect, so importanl
Kettle yawned, and his head nodded.
"I am sleepy, and that's a fact, though is a healthy action of these organs
I don't know why I should be But it
They are commonly attended by loss

wouldn't do for me to turn In here for
the night. Mrs. Kettle's expecting me
at home, and I've never broken word
to her since I was married. I should
take It as kind, captain, if you would
give me some notion about this piece
of employment now, so that I could see
He yawned
whether it's worth"—
again and struggled with his heavy
eyelids. "You must understand, please,
1
captain, that time Is scarce with me.
must get employment at once. 1 can't
stand by and see my missis and young-

him aboard.
Hie natural instincts of tidiness made
him go through the ceremony of toilet,
and then he put on his cap and. spruce
and pale, went out through the luxurious cabin and passageways of the
yacht and found his way on deck.
The time was night, the cold air was
full of moonshine, and fortune favored
him Insomuch that the red haired man
whom he sought was himself standing
a watch.
Ile walked up to him without any concealment and then, swift as

"You saw me
half a sailor,
you'd never have been hit."
"You're half my size. I couldn't fight

She knelt bund* Kettle'* prostrate body.
elde Kettle's prostrate body aud passed
ber baud caressingly over bis damp
forehead. "You are sure you bave uot
overdone It?" sbe asked.
"I am sure of nothing like tbat," be
answered grimly. "But I gave bim the

01

of energy, lack of courage, and some
times by gloomy foreboding and de

epondency.

"I had pains in my back, could not sleej
and when I (tot up In the morning fell
worse than the night before. I began tak
in? Hood's Sarsap!.rilla and now I car
*
sleep and get up feeling rested and able tc
do my work. 1 attribute my euro entire!]
N.
Pkrp.y
J.
Mks.
to Hood's Sar»apuriila."
care II. S. Copcland, I'ike Road, Ala.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Cure kidney and liver troubles, relievi
(he back, and build up the whole system

Solving It.

Patrick, a thrifty tradesman In the
neighborhood of the Dublin docks. was.

the story goes, a man who never spent
a penny more than he needed to spend,
but he was nevertheless as good a man
at the making of an Irish bull as any
who lived between Bantry and Bally-

The big man was tempted, but he
swallowed down his inclination. lie
ordered the men who were holding
Captain Kettle to set him free and go
away forward again, and then he
thrust his own fists resolutely iu his
pockets. "Now," he said when they
were alone, "I'll own up to having
earned what you've given me. and I
hope that '11 suit you. for. by Jove. If

it doesn't. I'll shoot you like a rat with
your own gun! You've bandied me In
a way no other man has done before,
and so you can tickle your i»rid»· with
that and simmer down. If you want
to know, I was a man like yourself,
hard up. nnd I was paid to kidnap you.
and I'd have kidnaped the devil for
money Just then."

[to

be

continued.]

Bret

Hurte.

In an article of reminiscences Mary
Stuart Boyd says that Bret Ilarte nevHe also
er obtruded his personality.
had a dread of people regarding him

hie work only, not for himself.
didn't you tell me It was Bret
Harte who sat next me at dinner last
night?" walled one of society's smartest young matrons In a note to lier
hostess the morning after a large dinfor

"Why

to
ner party. "I have always lunged
meet him. and I would have been so
different had I only known who my
wo
neighbor was." "Now. why can't a
is
mail realize that this sort of thins;
Insulting?" queried the author, to
whom the hostess had forwarded her

Having one day occasion to send α
letter to a place some distance, Patrick
called a messenger and asked him bis
price for going such a distanc.
"It 'ill be a shiilin'," said the man.
"Twice too much!" said Patrick. "Let
It be sixpence."
"Nivver," answered the messenger.
"The way is that lonely that I'd nivver
go it under a shiilin'."
"Lonely, is it'/" said Patrick, scratching his head. "Faith, an' ye're rijiht.
Now, man. I'll tell ye what we'll do:
make It sixpence, an' I'll go wid ye to

Ilia Match.

Curran, the famous Irish advocate,
of repartee, but he did
not always score, though he enjoyed

individual rises. While the music is in
at the head
progress the lady baujoists
manipulate the strings with their fluwhile the
Kore and move their heads,
fan
two Grecian damsels at the bottom
the sleeper to sleep.

Too Good

a

Liar.

A young man from Banffshire was
spending his holidays in Aberdeen.
While walking on "the green" in comwas surprised
pany with ills uncle be
to see so many kites (lying. Observing
one far higher than the rest, he called
his uncle's attention and asked if ever
behe hud seen a kite tlying as high
fore. "Did ever 1 see ane as high
afore? Man. Janimie. that's naething,
for I hae seen some o' them clean oot
o' elcht."—Scottish American.
Beaton

Public

I.lbrary

Advantage·.

Barnes—I suspect that Pingrey Is
a literary man. I know he spends
the greater part of his time in the
public library.
Howes—Yes. He tells me It is so
almost
quiet there lie can get a nap
awakened.—
any time without being
Boston Transcript.

quite

Toothache.

Dentist—Been suffering from toothache. I see.
She—Yos; haven't ilept α wink for

three nights.

Dentist—Is it a back one or—
She—No; it's my husband's tooth.
Oolag Her One Better.

Cora—The Idea! Jack coaldn't get me
if he wanted me.
Lena—He coaldn't get me even if be
ildn't want me.—Smart Set

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE

was a master
an

encounter uone the less If he was

fairly beaten. One day. In a gay mood,
he stopped and chatted with a certain
Father O'Leary.
"Ah. father." said
the advocate, waiting for an opening,

"how I wish when I die that you had
the key to h» aven!"
"Why?" said the priest, for he guessed a trap was laid.
"Because you could let me in."
"Ah." said Father O'Leary, "it woul'
be better for you if I had the key
the other place, for then I could lei
you out."

The

Ruir,

the history of the world itself
is that of the que η of Mowers. The
ancient Greeks and Romans reveled ii;
ra«es. They were used lavishly at their
feasts. In the time of the republic tho
people bad their cups of falernian wine
swimming with blooms, and the Spar
tan soldiers, after the battle of Cirrha.
refused to drink any wine that was not
perfumed with roses, while at the re
gatta of Bake the whole surface of the
Lucrlne lake was strewn with flowers

Old

as

I:

Muddled

film.

"It gets me," confided the Intoxicated
Individual who was gazing into the
florist's window—"it gets me! I d'know
wezzer a ebr'ehr'chr'zannetnuin look*

like a Skye terrier or wez/ei a Sky»
terrier looks like u chr-chr-izziannium."
But the ρ liceinan got him Just then,
and the problem ceased to get him fut
the time being.—Baltimore American.
Sought Duruuin In War,

Edward III. had just announced hif
lntentiou of beginning the Hundred

Years' war.
"But," sob'KHl Queen Philippa, "can't
you reduce it to ninety-eight V"
Maddened, however, by this request
for u bargain, he rushed out at once
and pawned their crowns to pay tbt

troops.—New

York Tribune.

Difference of Opinion.
"How did that poem of yours turu
out?"
"Oh," answered the author, "there
was the difference of opinion th..»
ueualiy attends the production of a
masterpiece. The postmaster insisted
that it was first class matter and tho
editor inslsttd that "t was not"-

Washington Star.

Scorched.

Cannibal Chief—What

bad for dinner?
Cannibal Cook—He

was

was

a

that

I

bicycle

rider, your excellency.
Cannibal Chief—I thought I detected
a

burned taste.

Cannibal Cook—Yes, your excellency. He was scorching when we caught
him.

ItnlnliiK Ilia Salary.
"You told me last week that you
would try to raise uiy salary." su id

Brlggs.
"Oh, yes."
"Well, 1 did.

his employe»·.
I raised it after sou.j
Believe tne. I had u vet,
trouble.
bard time raising it this week."
It is

replied

η ml
t
is
what

remarkable how virtuous

generously disposed every one
We uniformly applaud
a play.

le right and condemn what Is wrong
when it costs us nothing but the tseuti·

ment—Huzlltt.

A Miracle In China.

Actors lu China are very well paid,
No actor or
but are much despised.
eon of an actor, says the Chicago Newg,(
can compete at the public examination» for the literary decree which Is
the doorway to public otfice, and consequently the actor's profession, when
once adopted, is vital to those who fol-

low It.
An English doctor was called to attend a young actor whose leg was in a
bad condition from careless treatment.
The foot had been amputated as a result of compound fracture caused by
Filth and neglect
a fall on the stage.
had done the rest, and there was very
little chance of the man's recovery.
Still the doctor Mt Justltied In taking
that chance and therefore amputated
the man's leg. To the surprise of the
doctor, the leg hestlcd by tirst Intention. and In a few weeks the actor
was ready to resume work. The doctor <
fitted him with an artificial leg. and'

his good fortune began.
lie at once undertook
his leg was knocked off.
After
of the audience.
accident he was carried

An easy way to soften hard water

delightfully is to throw orange peel
Into It Just before tbe water is used.

Salt pork is a famous oldfashioned remedy for con"
Eat plenty of
sumption.

the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 10c
was

years ago.
Salt

pork

good

is

if a

mar

The idea
stomach it.
behind it is that fat is the
food the consumptive needs
can

most.

Scott'sEmulsionisthemod-

feeding fat tc
the consumptive. Pork is too

ern

part where

the horror!
the apparent
off the stage
to

and presently reappeared, walking as/
well as before.
The Chinese are unfamiliar with ar·)
tlticial legs, and each time the djamat-j
lc Incident occurred they regarded It
as a miracle.
|
;
Aronaed HI· Cnrloalty.
The agitated young man bvgan:
"Mr. Brockman, you may have no-t
tlced that I have been a frequent caller]
at your bouse for the last year

or]

more."
"Yes." replied the busy merchant, "1
have seen you there now and then, I
remember."
"You will not be surprised therefore
when I tell you that 1 want to marry

your daughter."
"But"—
"Iiet tne anticipate any objections you
might have, Mr. Brockman. I am of
goo.', family, 1 am not dissipated. I have
a good business and am abundantly
able to support a wife. All I ask Is"—

"But, young man"—
"I can bring testimonials to prove all
I have uever wanted any other
4 say.
girl, and"—
"But"—
"And never shall want any other
girl. From the first It has been a case

ο r-

"Look here, young man, let me get
Which one of my four
a word.
daughters Is It you wantChicago
Tribune.
In

Dil tie·» of the "Pel" Sheep.
Out at the abattoir the "pets" among
the sheep may be distinguished by
their superior height and shapeliness
and by the Intelligence <»f their expression. The pets are murderers. In the
other pen.·» sheep come and go by thousands to the slaughter, but the pets remain. They are trained to lead their
fellows to death, and they do this work
well, for they have by reason of their
strength, intelligence and beauty a
great influence. When the butchers of
the aluittoir wish to slaughter a dock
of sheep word is passed to the pets,
and they Indifferently, calmly, saunter
In among the flock, gain their confidence and esteem and then take their

places at their head and lead them
Philadelphia
to the slaughter house.
Record

The Dwarf Γη I m of Algeria.

The dwarf palm, which furnishes
considerable quantities of tiber, grow ;
in great profusion in Algeria and is one
of the principal obstacles to the clear
ing of the land, so thickly diss it grow
and so difficult to pull up. Its roots, in

shape resembling

pork,"

a

—

thor?"

holding banjos, while those ou the right
and left hold fans. Beneath the cot is
whole
a musical box which extends the
length of the cot and is capable of
The
playing twelve charming aits.
music begins the moment the least presthe
sure bas beeu brought to bear from
one sleeping
top, which is created by
the
or sitting, and ceaees the moment

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure

Met

Cnrrun

—

A Mnalcal Bed.

tavKifiti

kape ye company!"

talked
friend's letter. "If Mrs.
with me and found me uninteresting
to find
as a man, how could she exi>eet
aume Interesting because I was an

A Bombay man has constructed a
bedstead priced at 10.000 rupees. It is
thus described: "It has at its four cor
ners four full sized, gaudily dressed
Grecian damsels—those at the head

THE OLD RELIABLE

castle.

an

"Liar!" said Kettle.

owu

"Sail soon?"

evil taste in bis mouth, too.
which even a bottleful of water did not
However, all of these were
allay.
minor details. They might be repaired
afterward. His first requirement was
revenge on the man who bad lured
was

plain enough. If you

We may have α
"No; let him go.
long talk. I'll put you ashore in one

man.

her east for the straits.
The voyage was not one of monotony. Captain Kettle lay for the first
twenty-four hours in a state of snoring
unconsciousness, and when he did come
to his wits again he found himself in a
cabin alone. He got up and stretched.
His limbs were heavy and languid, but
he was not conscious of having received any hurt He clapped a hand to
the region of his loins and nodded his
His pistol
grim head significantly.
He looked in the glass
was missing.
and saw that hie face above the red
torpedo beard was drawn and white
and that his eyes were framed in
black, dissipated looking rings. There

ing."

again."

boats when you go. Now,
of my
captain, here we are. Come below to
my room."
"You've got steam up. I see," said
Kettle as they walked aft along the

kept clear of Ireland also, making a
for herself through the deeper
wildernesses of the north Atlantic,
avoiding the north and south traffic of
the bay and. in fact, sighting scarcely
a single vessel till the red haired man
nt last starboarded his helm and put
couree

You'd dare to shanghai me.
for It.
would you? By James, I'll make your
ship a perfect hell till I'm off it!"
"You bit a man when he's not look-

haired man.
"Step aboard, cuptain.
and I'll pay off the waterman."
"He'd better wait to take me ashore

white, wet decks.
"My orders," said the red haired

.ed
haired man. "Don't you mind me. I
remember too much m~U
uever
either. Only you did me a good turu
out there, although you
id ha%e
know It and I'd be proud if
a drink or a smoke with me no

room,

W
t>

4*
«

Donna Clotilde

«*

d€Tforget"

BOX TRAP AND FIOTRE 4 TRIGGER.

there is nothsanitary
ing to equal it. The hinged top and
side boards need be used only iu winter
time, as storm water can be drawn
off through a hole bored In the botAs

tf

4*
♦>

Η
t>

Raiding ef

"ihe

neighborhood

These troughs will last ten to twenty
years aud will save enough feed in one
year to pay for themselves, aud they
are a genuine treasure to have.
Skids cau be put under the troughs
to move them around with, and shorter
troughs cau be made for smaller numbers of hogs.
Forty young pigs cau
use one

«Φ

«»

é%

♦»

*♦

Î^Uon Tnd asUd him how

The board ou top is used us u cover
and also to walk out ou and Las a
the center S inches wide
I trapdoor iu
by lî») Inches long where the slop is
! tbrowu down. Ti.e v.bole board is ou
bilges. Set the trough perfectly level
with oue end up withiu four f^et of the
fence aud con:.evt tin outside stilt? with

Is wasted and no tilth cue
Into the trough.

Φ»
«»

β»
♦»

ulra

cause

South Part

must

Result of

the top of the trough by a stout plank
and carry the s!e[i out wu top aud turu
it dowu in t: e center of the trough.
There will L·»· twenty stalls nineteen
inches wide tor the ho;.", to driuk out
of. and they will accomuiodate twenty
of the very largest Logs.
Λ lady in a silk drew can slop the
most vicious hoi;s without getting a
particle soiled, and not a pinch of l'eed

Steer,

Tbe
further assist ventilation
ice must be taken from the top. and as
a block is taken out for use the coverstill

ing

connected by rope to pulleys at y.

Attorneys at Law,

BETHEL,

Ice. but this is desirable under ordiof
nary circumstances as extra rneaus
safety. The ice is covered with two
feet of dry sawdust. The gable euds
of the house should have slatted winrain and exclude
i dows, made to shed
the sun. hut to admit air freely, so that
the top covering of the ice may be kept
dry and cool. A cupola at the top will

I

/ ^LAVTON K. BROOKS.

SOUTH PARIS,

with the air. It should rest on a bed
of one foot of dry sawdust or other dry
packing. No drains or other means of
coutact with air must be permitted.
If the house has double walls, with a
foot of dry sawdust between, no covering need be used on the sides of the

the minute working instructions given
are hvre reproduced. together with a

Attorney at Law,
Norway,

broken ice by sweeping every layer
with a broom. This compact mass is
then covered to protect it from contact

and he tells in the Kansas Farmer how
A few salient points from
to ma^e :t.

f.jjMlTH,

Γ

ter of tilling the icehouse. as recommeudtd by Ilenry Stewart in Country
Gentleman: Cut the ice un a cold, dry
day, in even shaped blocks, that will
pack closely crosswise in the houee—
16 or 12 by 24 inches makes a convenMake the icehouse impeneient size.
trable by air below or under or around
Thus the crevices between
the ice.
the blocks must be tilled with the small

NEW HOG TROUGH.
\ut!i'nic

MAINE.

SOl'TH PARIS,

A
It·

Auctioneer,

Licensed

Cittlax tk« Ie«—Packing Material.
Ventilation—Taking Oat.
The following rules sum up the mat-

FiËlSx^RPEN

re
uns, knives, traps, etc., neatlv an·! promptly
steam and water Dlplng -lone to ordei
»
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method of

rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott's Emulsion is the most
refined of fats, especially
prepared for easy digestion.
Feeding him fat in this
way, which is often the only
but
way, is half the battle,
Scott's Emulsion does more
than that. There is something about the combination
of cod liver oil and hypophosphites in Scott's Emulsion
that puts new life into the
weak parts and has a special
action on the diseased lungs.
A

sample

sent free upon

will bi
request

B» »ure that this picture it
the form of a label b on thi ,
wrapper of every bottle ο !
Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT &
BOWNE

carrots,

penetrate

into the ground to the depth of a yard
or more, and when Its stem only is cut
it sprouts out again almost immediati
ly. As It» name Indicates, this palm U
very small and can only attain a certain height when protected, as In tie
Arab cemeteries, for example.
1'nlinlnt

r>.

linanclal troubles ahead of
you." said the gypsy as she scrutiniz d
the lines In Softlelgh's, palm.
"What Is the cause thereof?" ask*d
"I

see

the innocent youth.
"I see u dark woman," continued the
dealer In futures, "who is destined to
cause you trouble in money matters."
".Va 1 expected." groaued the calk>w
"That washerwoman is going

youth.

to hold my laundry for ransom again.
Ob. woe is me!"—Chicago News.
Tommy Won.

Two brother» went to the same school.
They were absent about α fortnight,
and then one returned alone.
"Where Is your brother ThomasV"

asked the master.

he's laid up with a
We were trying to see
which could lean out of the window
farthest, and Tommy won."
"Please,

sprained

sir,

arm.

She

Made

Him.

Mrs. Tower—Frankly, John Tower, 1
think you are the meanest man I ever
saw.

Tower—I wouldn't eay that.
you know you've said hundreds of times that you have been the
making of me.—Boeton Transcript.
Mr.

Gusty;

Escaped With 111· Life.
"Did Biggs have any luck hantlug
lions in Africa?"
"Yes. Great luck."
"How?"
"Didn't meet any lions."—Washington 8tar.
Sbe

—

They Co«t Money.
have
you

Certainly

some

friends.
He—Yes, but It takes every cent I
can

rake and

scrape.—Town Topics.

they
The lessons
CHEMISTS,
not impress us with the necessity of
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y
making ample allowances for the Im50c. and f 1; all druggist! ', mature conclusions of others.
of life are lost If

do

φ

MAINE NEWS NOTES.
Ι
■I'M 111111111111 111 Η·Ι I'M·
eilCKFIELD.
BETHEL.
WEST PARIS.
morn and
Christmas
is
It
25.
Dec.
weather last]
The Christmas exercises held at Cen-1 Despite the unpleasant
enter into the spirit
Mrs. Marshal Vigue of Waterville bas
a good audience 11 omehow I cannot
tennial Hall passed off pleasantly and Κ unday in the evening
< if the occasion as would seem proper,
>een committed to the insane hospital,
ΓΜΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU successfully, and the hall was filled with istened to the Christmas concert given
of the Congregational 11 rhile being surrounded by temporal ifter fracturing the skull of her 4aii attentive and appreciative audience. 11 >y the children
ISSUED TUIWDATS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
as compared with many on this
nonths-old baby with a hammer.
abbath School. They were aided by a 11 (leasings
There were several home trees on
Sitting down
< Old and frozen morning.
The
of
program
horus
young people.
Christmas Day, through the efforts of 1 *
The accidental discharge of a gun
in
with
book
PARIS HILL.
Are
reflected much 1 >efore a comfortable
1
the Methodist Society, one being given ras much enjoyed and
Edward Fearon of Biddeford was
1 land, attempting to read to while away which
assistants
bis
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. .50, 1902.
and
the
<
redit
pastor
Vestal
upon
Vint Baptist Church, Hev. H. H. Blahop, to brighten the sick room of Miss
for ! îandling fatally injured Katie Winne, 5
faetor. Preaching every Sundav at 11 A. u. Curtis.
rho drilled the children, all of whom 11 in hour, (since being incapacitated the
!
; rears old. She lived three hours.
,,
well. Ι ] abor) I cannot hold the thread of
Sunday School at 19 M. àabbath ïvenlng 8er
Miss Georgia Marshall returned home 11 endered their parts exceedingly
rerice at 7:30 r. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
mind
as
continually
<
I
my
A man later identified as John C.
Mr. Eben Barker has sold out his liscourse
at 7 30 P. M.
a short time since, having just graduatof other days and other
A Τ WOOD A FORBES, îvenlng
Jr., of Bath, was struck by an
Ellers,
Universalis! Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor. ed from Bliss Business College in Lewdacksmith business to Mr. Baker, who I rerte to scenes
11 ninds and forms. Christmas in my boy- slectric car between Brunswick and
I'rea -hlng service every Sunday at 11 a. m.
ias been with him the past year.
11
Rumford
is
at
she
iston.
At
present
Editor· «ad Proprietor·.
more account than any Bath
Sunday School at 12 M.
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evening.
has been duly appointed administrator de bonis
get a purse filled for Rev.
The rooms
Mrs. Angie Berry is convalescing from on the lumber.
with every movement which has teuded tour generations represented.
non of the estate of
Mr. Kelley, who has labored on the
tir
with
boughs,
THOMAS M. CROCKER, late of Paris.
very
pretty
lier illness. Her sister, Loanza Mountto increase the material prosperity of
EAST SUMNER.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
stuffed birds, and other decorations. parsonage very faithfully as well as in
is doing her work.
1'ortland for a half century, lie was
fort,
the
AU persons having
bonds
as the law directs.
eve
at
the
residence
of
On
Christmas
pulpit.
The guests were Phllo Clark, wife, and
Our station agent, David Hayes, is
one of the original members of the Maine
estate of said deceased an·
The children returned home from the
W. II. Eastman, Esq., occurred the mar- demands against the
little son; Eugene Davis, wife, and little
desired to present the same for settlement, and
rewhen
he
for
a
and
few
Press Association win» assisted in the
away
days,
Ed Abbott, wife and two chil- school house last Wednesday morning
riage ceremony of Mr. Charles JJ. Ryer- all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
turns will be a married man, and will go
organization of that body in 1S04. and daughter;
son, Jr., of Canton, and Miss Berdena ment Immediately.
W. A. Wyman, wife and two with the report that there would be no
where
in
to
the
rent
his death leaves surviving only live of dren;
GEORGE A. WILSON.
Dec. 16th, 1902.
housekeeping
H. Fletcher of Hartford.
In ofliciating
Elliott and Mrs. Frances more school at present, as there were Arthur
those original members, lie was a regu- children; Susie
Bessey used to live. We con- at this marriage Mr. Eastman used the
cases of scarlet fever at the
twenty
llutchins.
lar attendant at the annual meetings of
Petition for
gratulate Mr. Hayes and hope his maracademy.
ring service. The bride is the daughter In theBankrupt's
matter of
the association, and rarely missed one of
"I can't afford to advertise on
}
Frank Xash has gone to work with the riage will prove to be a happy one.
OXFORD.
of Daniel A. Fletcher of Hartford, and
JOHN M. BRYANT,
the summer excursions. The writer of
Mrs. Mamie Crockett is still in deli}) In Bankruptcy.
a large scale," said u merchant
Christmas exercises were held at the Keene Bros, at West Paris, and engaged
the groom is the son of Clias. rf. ι RyerBankrupt.
cate health and unable to be out.
this paragraph has come to know him churches
son, the Canton jeweler.
To the Hon. Clarence Hai.e, Judge of the Dis
Wednesday and Thursday rent for his family. A near neighbor
lately, "and with my varied stock
The officers of Franklin Grange were
quite well, and has never found him evenings. A sum of money was pre- takes care of his cows in his absence.
trlct Court of the United States for the District
Christmas services were held at the
than
1 wouldn't know where to begin
at the last regular meeting, and
under any circumstances otherwise
elected
of Maine:
Miss
Inez
this
of
and
Rev.
Haskell, formerly
sented to Rev. Mr. Newport
church on Christmas night and
M. BRYANT of Wood tock, In the
will be installed by Past Master J. L. Baptist
on a small scale."
friendly and courteous. Surely his Mr. Callahan.
now
of
and
Fred
of
Dow
a
place,
Lynn,
very pleasant occasion was enjoyed.
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
his wife, Saturday,
familiar face will be missed in the Press
District,
Mr. ami Mrs. Favor of Norway and Mr. Lynn, Mass., have their invitations out Bowker, assisted by
respectfully represents
The Baptist minister, also the Congre- In said
Jan. :5rd.
Association gatherings as well as else- and Mrs. Hall of
that on the 28th day or December, 1901, he
It In α common fallacy tliat
for
their
on
in
her
Christwere
remembered
wedding
Christmas,
Augusta spent
gational pastor
kindly
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Art*
with
his
dinner
where.
Bowker
took
the advertlnlnic niant cover
Engineer
home.
mas at Mr. Cyrus S. 11 ayes'.
in the present# bestowed.
he
has
that
of Congress relating to Bankruptcy;
the «hole ntock.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Verrill had their people Weduesday and played the part
The Knights of Pythias had a supper
The remains of Miss Sarah B. Bar- duly surrendered all his property ami rights of
FATAL ACCIDENT AT RUMFORD
A of Santa Claus, bringing all a nice pres- rows were buried at East Sumner on property and has fully compiled with all
reception last week in their home.
Friday evening.
the requirements of said Acts anil of the orders
In point of fact it never does,
FALLS.
Parrott and tine treat was furniifhed and many pres- ent.
Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer
last. Miss Barrows was well of Court touching his
bankruptcy.
Mrs. Jennie Lurvey received a letter Wednesday
even with the mast lavish adverWherefore lie prays, that lie may be decreed
Albert Parrott of Portland spent Christ- ents given, but not obtaining the list canknown as a missionary in Burmah for
and box from her father, Mr. Dunham,
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
not report them all at this writiug.
SAKDo mas at Mr. (ieo. Parrott'».
E.
several years and formerly lived at East debts
tisers. and, if it did, the result
SUPERINTENDENT ALBERT
provable against his estate, under said
Α. I. Haskell started to attend school Wednesday, saying he had sent her a Sumner. She was the daughter of Rev.
Willis Wing's youngest child, about
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are ex
would be a jumble of prolixity.
KILLED BY SWITCHING Κ NO INK.
she
box
little
On
the
present.
opening
in
the
last
in
law
from
the
such
two months old, was found dead
discharge.
Allen Barrows, who was pastor for some ccpted by
academy
Tuesday.
The true policy is to select one
Dated tale 22nd day of Dec A. 1). 1Π02.
Presents are coining from various was delighted on tiuding a beautiful time of the Baptist church at East Sumbed Sunday morning, Dec. 21st.
JOHN M. BUVANT,
gold watch and chain. The letter also ner. She died at the residence of a
article at a
time—something ♦
Albert E. Sardo, superintendent of the
Miss Winnie Gammon went to^Auburn directions to some of our citizens.
Bankrupt.
sent her sister, Mrs.
stated
he
had
at
card
of
the
The
remains
of
room
the
late
factory
Samuel
to
sister.
with
her
postal
sister in Woodstock, Ν. B. Funeral
and meeting
Bridgpress
spend Christmas
moderately
priced
OF
THEREON.
NOTICE
ORDER
Kumford Falls, was killed early TuesMrs. Danforth and Mrs. Favor of Nor- ham, late of Mattapoisott, were brought Charles Barden of West Paris, the same. services were held at the Free Street
the want of the day—and push
Distkict of Maine, es.
Miss Lizzie Stevens is at home on a
the
railroad
while
to
Hill
crossing
last
visited
friends
here
last
week.
morning
Brighton
on
Wednesday
Cemetery
Tuesday
way
Baptist church, Portland,
On this 27th day of Dec., A. D. 1902, on
that at the people.—Philadelphia
from his late home in Mattapoisettfor in- vacation.
track on the way to his work at the
the foregoing petition, It Is—
day, at which Dr. Burrage, Dr. A. K. P. reading
Miss Myrtle Bacon is at home from Small
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
Record.
HEBRON.
His youthful days were spent
terment.
and others spoke of the noble, selffactory, lie was struck by a sw itching
upon the same on the IGtli day of Jan., A. D.
Mr. Sardo
Mr. Augustus Bumpus fell while at in this place. In the early rush to Cali- Portland for the holidays.
engine and disemboweled.
sacrificing, devoted life-work of the de- 1902, before said Court at Portland, In said Disat
and
were
Alex
Estes
the
in
Day
Harry
gov- work in the barn a few days ago and fornia, Samuel, with several others from
had been a superintendent
ceased. Her age was about 61 years. trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
Tou are Invited to try this
this place and West Minot, went in search home Christmas.
ernment printing oftice at Washington hurt his knee badly.
Kev. J. II. Barrows of Brewer, a brother notice thereof lie published In The Oxford
plun In our columns. Change
a newspaper printed In said District,
Democrat,
to
for about twenty-eight years, coming
Hebron Grange held an all day meet- for gold, and was said to have been
of the deceased, accompanied the re- and that all known creditors, and other persons
your ad. with every Issue.
DENMARK
Buyers watch our columns
Rumford Falls when the postal card ing Wednesday.
among the fortunate number. Ilis wife
mains to East Sumner, where they were In Interest, may appear at the said time and
held
in
Odd
Fellows
The
fair
and
sale
for store news.
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
Prof. J. F. Moody went to Boston, was Marconia Turner of East Hebron.
factory was opeued last February. He
Hall, Monday evening, 22d, by Silver deposited beside those of her father. A the prayer of said petitioner should not be
She survives him with a large family of
leaves a widow and several children, all Wednesday.
brief service at the grave was conducted granted.
a
in
No.
was
success
1S>,
every
of mature years. He was OU years of
J. F. Moody, Jr., principal of Exeter, girls and boys. A number of them are Lodge,
And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
by Rev. B. F. Turner of Buckfield.
About $21.00 was received.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all kuown credΝ. II., Grammar School, iô at home for married and all live in Massachusetts. way.
age.
Santa Claus made a visit in Odd Felitors
copies of said petition and tills order, adNORTH BUCKFIELD.
Samuel was of a very genial disposition
An inquest was held by Coroner Fred the Christmas vacation.
dressed to them at their places of residence as
lows Hall Wednesday evening, and prePROBATE NOTICES.
Ira and Henry Iîearce and Howard and had many friends iu this vicinity.
Ilolman
Monk
and
Howard
A. Porter, and a verdict was returned
Churchill
stated.
sented a large number of presents to the
To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
M ltncss the Hon. Ci.akknck Hale, Judge
I close, wishing the editors, with their
exonerating the railroad from blame in Churchill are at home from Orono.
anxious audience, which awaited his are at home from the U. of M. at Orono of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
hereinafter named :
Herbert Bowman came home from his families, and all readers of the Democrat,
vacation.
connection with the affair.
At a Probate Court, held at Pari», In and
land, In said District, on the 27th day of Dec.,
comiug. Music and other entertainment during
a "Happy New Year."
Tilson Morse is at home from Colby A. D. 1902.
for the County of Oxford, on the thlnl Tuesday of
teaching in Poland for Christmas.
was enjoyed by all.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
December. In the year of our Lonl one thousand
A. M. Richardson is at home from
[L.
s.]
on
a
short
vacation.
BARKER-SUCKLES.
A heavy north-east snow storm began University
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
nine hundred and two. The following matter
Dell Morse, who is at work for a teleWIlSON'E MILLS
A very pretty home wedding occurred Portland for the remainder of the week.
Attest: Α. II. DAVIS,Clerk.
here Thursday evoning, 25tb, and is still
having been presented for the action thereupon
The usual Christmas festival was
L.
in
eastern
the
of
hereinafter Indicated. It Is hereby Ordkrkd:
is
Brooks
for
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
phone
company
part
Guy
hauling supplies
prevailing Friday noon.
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
the
is
at
home
for
a few days.
NOTICES.
many family Walter Buckman, who is logging at
PROBATE
state,
Suckles in Hartford ou Wednesday even- omitted this year and
There will be preaching in the church
terested,
by causing a copy of this order to be
substituted.
B.
Geo.
Damon
from
Idella
Mae,
Portland
was at To all persons Interested In either of the estates
Parmacheenee
Lake.
when
their
gatherings
daughter,
the Oxthe first Sunday in January.
ing,
published three weeks successively In at
hereinafter named :
This f Friday) morning a raging snow
South
home
to
see his mother Christmas Day.
a newspaper published
ford
Democrat,
Mrs. Guy Brooks and Master Merle
was united in marriage to Mr. Daniel L.
Mr. S. T. Jewett is visiting friends in
At a Probate Court, at Paris, in vacation, Paris, In said
that
they may appear at a
storm.
Wm. Cressey of Salem, Mass., is with In and for the
County,
will spend the winter with her father, Massachusetts and New
Barker.
County of Oxford, in December, Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
Hampshire.
of
WaterMrs. Rebecca Turner Smith
hie mother, and aunt Martha Record, In the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thlnl
Wm. Lamb, at Kangeley.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Mr. Fred Sanborn has made nearly
Tuesday of Jnn., A. D. 11)03, at tt of the
The following matter having been pre· clock In th« forenoon, and be heanl thereon If
two.
J. W. Clark will go to Montpelier, Yt.,
duriDg the holidays.
W. C. Westcott, pastor of tLe Canton boro is stopping with her sister-in-law,
3,000 apple barrels this season.
ented for the action thereupon hereinafter ln- they see cause.
for
winter.
the
M.
M. Mayhew of Norway was here
to stay for the winter with his daughter,
Baptist church. The bride was attired Mrs. Lucy Turner,
dlcateu, it Is hereby Ordeked:
Christmas Day.
HARRIET E. CROCKER, late of Paris, de
6ROWNFIELD.
Mrs. Kuie Holmes.
That notice thereof be given to all persons inin a becoming suit of blue with white
terested
Gideon
is
Fletcher
in
by causing a copy of this order to be ceascd. Will and petition for probate thereof
health
neat
a
R.
A.
is
wore
LOVELL.
for
Items
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interest
are
scarce.
the
P.
I.
very poor
Storey
scaling
trimmings. The groom
In
the
Oxthree
weeks
presented by Geo. A. Wilson, the executor
successively
published
suit in navy blue.
On Wednesday night, Christmas ex- Co., and £. H. Brooks for the Oxford
Every one is busy getting ready for this winter; not able to get out much.
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South therein named.
Miss
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Verrill
of
South
Paris
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and
at
a
bride
In
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Co.
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the
at
Ε.
B.
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Hall
of
of
Christmas
tree
friends
the
intimate
in
Paris,
they
may
County,
ercises
charge
Congregational
appear
Only
ELIZABETH A. DAVI8. late of Denmark,
held at
Probate Court to be
Paris, on
Geo. Nason and wife and Mae Fox are so there has been but little time for at I. D. Fuller's Christmas Day.
groom were present.
Society were held at the town house.
the third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1903, at 9 of the deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
Refreshments were served after the There were many present and a very working for R. S. Bean.
gossip.
If
and
be
heard
thereon
clock In the forenoon,
presented by Edward J. Egan, the executor
NORWAY LAKE
Leon Bennett is driving team for Fred
therein named.
Almost every one is enjoying good
they see cause.
ceremony.
pleasant time.
Maud
was
at home from
Partridge
All friends join in wishing them a
health, so no sick reports to make.
On Thursday evening there was a Taylor.
M A RY D. MERRI LI., lat of Denmark, deceas
LOUISE J. GURNET, late of Sumner, deAuburn for Christmas.
David York is doing chores for R. A.
Business of all kinds is very good.
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof ed. Final account presented for allowance also
Christmas tree with children's exercises
happy wedded life.
for distribution of balance remaining In
Lucien
M.
the
executor
Christmas
trees
at
Robinson,
Mr.
F.
presented
by
petition
with
in
Mr. John Sands, Jr., while working
Santa Claus
Perry's,
at the village church.
Storey.
his hands presented by Edwanl C. Walker, ad
therein named.
PARSONAGE SOCIABLE
The leading officers of Mt. Dustin the woods at Fryeburg, accidentally E. Pottle's, J. L. Partridge's, Mr.
λ striking costume was there and was
mlnlstrator.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
Twitchell's and David Flood's.
fractured a bone in his leg.
A very enjoyable evening was passed i-aught in the very act of filling the Grange elected Dec. 20th, were:
Final
LEONARD HARDY of Paris, ward.
A true copy—attest :
C. W. Partridge has recovered from
Pleasant greetings to the Oxford Bears
sccount presented for allowance by Frank A
by about thirty members and friends of >tockings by the troop of "cousins" who Mutter— M. D. Sturtevant.
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
Overeeer—W. W Llnnell.
Lis injuries received in the woods so as
the Lovell Centre Congre^ationalist So- were in hiding. The acting and singing
the publishers.
Snurtleff, guardian.
ncluding
Lecturer—Mrs. W. W. Llnnell.
NOTICE.
to be out doors again.
ciety at the parsonage on Wednesday, by the children were excellent.
CLARINDA M. HOOPER, late of Tluckfleld
The sick ones are slowly convalescing
EAST BETHEL.
In the District Court of the United States for Petition that licence to sell and convey real
Walter Pride is hauling ice.
Dec. 17. After music and games Dea.
E. C. Walker, Esq., with his wife and
In
Maine.
District
of
the
and
Bankruptcy.
and distribute the proceeds among the
no
new
cases.
estAte
school
No
last week after Wednesday.
Mrs. Asa Frost visited at her father's,
J. H. Stearns presented to the pastor daughter were in town over Christmas.
heirs entitled thereto be granted to Virgil P.
In the matter of the partner· 1
Ml the teachers at home for Christmas David Flood's, this week.
and his wife, in behalf of the society,
D. W. Russell, who is visiting in MasVOTER
thei
& WING,
Decoeter, presented by Virgil P. Decoster, Edith
ship of
LOCKE'S MILLS.
two beautiful chairs, a small purse of sachusetts and other places, will not relays.
B. DeCoster, et al, heirs of said deceased.
Individual copartners lu which f
HIRAM.
Emma
Felt
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a
Mrs.
Christmas
Jennie
Miss
Rich
is
at
home
from
Auire
P.
and
In
tree
Voter
Clarence
> Bankruptcy.
money, and several other useful articles, turn until after the New Year.
ELLEN A. CHASE, late of Pari·, deceased.
Mr. Henry N. Burbank is visiting his A rte m as W. Wing, and they In |
at her home Wednesday evening for her I >urn for the holidays
Petition for conflrmatlon of trustees named In
to which Mr. ami Mrs. Sargent feelingly
Mrs. Ν. T. Fox, who has been quite
Mrs. Georgia Burbank, and his Uvldually, of Rumford Falls, I
the will of said deceased, presented by James L.
nother,
Perkins.
little
Iliram
Mr.
Fifield
visited
his
niece,
Ruby
daughIce
and
cake
were
cream
»ick for a few days, is well recovered.
responded.
Bankrupts. J
one of said named trustees.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift also had < er, Mrs. 6. K. Hastings, Christmas 1 lister, Mrs. Charles M. Benjamin, at
To the creditors of os the partnership of Voter L'hase,
served.
J. Walter Fox has sold his interest to
!t Wing, the Individual copartners In which are
ELLEN Α. ΠΗ A SE, late of Paris, deceased.
» tree for their two little daughters and 1 ?eek.
ïVinthrop.
mill
and
the
in
H.
J.
ids brother,
Fox,
P. Voter and Artemas W. Wing and Petition for lie η se to sell and convey roal
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Cross1 children, Alice
Mr. Nathaniel Trask is stopping with
Capt. Thomas O. Spring is still con- clarence
;he creditors of each of them Individually, In the estate presented by Albro E. Chase and James
Professor James Law. director of the umber business and has gone west to go
ined to his bed by severe illness.
and Dannie.
] dr. and Mrs. Elmer Trask.
of Oxrord and District aforesaid :
L. Chase, named as trustees In the will of said
bounty
work.
nto
railroad
has
who
Cornell veterinary college,
Mrs. Silvia Hussey and son Chas., with
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bean, Mrs. S. E.
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth went to Notice Is hereby given that on the 27th day of Ellen A. Chase.
A. D. 19u2, the partnership of Voter Λ
spent some time in conjunction with the
Dec.,
this
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Portland
%
little
that
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with
J
iich
and
Miss
Jennie
Rich
visited
rela
girl
A RLINE D. CROCKER of Paris, wanl.
Pe
WEST BUCKFIELD.
Wing, the Individual copartners In which are
federal authorities investigating the hoof
The Christmas festival and cantata Jlarence P. Voter and Alternas
took their Christmas dinner with 1 ives in Berlin, Ν. H., Christmas week.
;ttlon for license to sell and convey, real estate
W. Wing and they
Thomas Bradbury and Roy are cutting them,
and mouth disease among cattle in the
were duly adjudicated bankrupt,and
Ε. of P. hall passed very pleasantly.
presented by Rose L. Davis, formerly Rose L.
ht
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ndlvldually
Anthony
Berryment.
eastern sections of the country says that dne, and Jim Richards is hauling it.
EAST WATERFORD.
Mr. Clarence Ward has moved into the 1 .hat the first meeting of their creditors will beheld Jrocker, guardian.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
took their
it the Court House, In South Parle, on the 10th
in his opinion the disease is now practiHarry Buck and Harry Holmes are Christmas dinner with Emery
DAVID B. SEAVEY, late of Brownfleld,
1 )rmond S. Spring houee.
W.
U.
Farnham's
of
No.
K.
Valley
Lodge,
104,
Spring
P.,
lay of Jan., A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the
cally stamped out. The danger <>f an- I lauling cord wood for N. Ë. Morrill.
Mrs. Edwin K. Welch of ι orenoon, at which time the said creditors leceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
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and
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at
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Grange
tnd the appointment of some suitable person as
Vina Bonney is at
other outbreak he regarded as very
1
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a
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attend,
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!
appoint
< Joe's Academy, Northwood, Ν. H., visitEdith Emery and friend drove from 1 lall, South Waterford, Jan. 1.
idmlnlstrator with the will annexed presented
Miss Blanche Holmes of Turner is
ixamlne the bankrupt and transact such other
slight. While this does not interest
L. Frink, attorney for the estate.
Bethel Christmas afternoon.
Will Field has been at his mother's. < id Mr. and Mrs. Eli demons, this week.
•usinées as may properly come before said I >y Jay
Maine in one way, as the disease does 1 caching our school and boards at Fred
Mr. Charles Cotton has been visiting nee ting.
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Farnham
was called to 1 1rs. Field recently sold at auction a part
II.
ADDISON E. DERRICK,
i
to
Bennett's.
not exist in this state, it gives room
South Paris, Dec. 29th, 1903.
the 27th, by the serious illness c f her belongings. She intends to move lie sister, Mrs. Milan A. Cummings, ana
Judge of aald Court.
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Miss Fannie Harlow
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▲ true copy—Attest
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Our Dry Goods, Crockery and Carpet
contain many useful articles that
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Russian Vests
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warm.
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NORWAY,
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MAINE.
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F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. Α. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Î903"

For the New Year.

Dinries—All styles and prices.
AI il» η lines—Old Farmer's, Maine Farmer's and I.eavitt's.
Account Books Bills, Notes, Receipts and all kinds of Blank Books.
Stationery—All the latest styles in color, shape and size.
Fountnin Pens—The celebrated Waterman I<leal and the Crocker Blow
l'en—the best made.

Erasers and everything

Pencil*. Pen Holders mid Pens, Ink

right.

needed to start the Now Year

j

At thé

Pharmacy

of

A. SHURTLEFF

F.

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

th^

at a Time

cut

are
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vests come in
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with textile buckskin,
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Thing
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to a

front and back with woolen cloth and interlined
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necessity

a
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works out doors.

|

before

store
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Hints.

Squaro.
MAINE.

Marltot
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suggestive Holiday
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Shoppers always
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Departments;

Room

J

neç-j

Bolster & Co.'s.

Dayton

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

There

CO.,

&

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

few Holiday Gifts

are a

You MUST HAVE. You would like to get oil* with the smallest

possible,

at the same time you want what you
amount of expense
give to be desirable and the quality something not to be ashamed

of in

a

That is about the situation most

short time.

themselves in.

SILLS,

THE

Norway, Me.,

Of

with

stock than

people

find

JEIWULBR

enlarged store and larger
before, suggests

an

ever

Watches, Clocks Jewelry, Solid Silver and Plated Ware,
Fountain Pens, Spectacles and Eyeglasses, Kodaks,
Cameras, Talking Machines, Etc
All desirable gifts, and
All

Lowest Prices.

Call and

see

we can

goods engraved

show you an endless
Goods marked in

free.

the Goods.

HILLS,

CASTORIA

For Infants and Chfldran.

TU KM You Han Always Bought

Holiday
We have

a

large

NORWAY,

Houso

Opora

variety, and
plain figures.

Blocli.

Bears the

8'Τ"
Announcement.
Season of 1902-3.

line of

MEDALLIONS, DOLLS AND DOLL HEADS, FANCY
AND HAND MIRRORS. TOILET ARTICLES, A FINE LINE
OF POCKET AND BILL BOOKS IN THE NEW AND LEADING STYLES,
HAIR BRUSHES OF ALL KINDS, DRESSING & JEWEL CASES,
FANCY BOX STATIONERY, WRITING DESKS AND PADS,
COLLAR AND CUFF BOXES, PERFUME ATOMIZERS, TOYS, GAMES. &c., THERMOMETERS, WORK
BOXES, CUTLERY, A FULL LINE OF PERFUME IN
CUT GLASS AND FANCY GLASS BOTTLES,
Many other articles

too numerous to

Wishing all a MERRY CHRISTMAS
YEAR, I remain yours,»

ERNEST P. PARLIN,
Next door to Post

Office,

mention.

AND A HAPPY NEW

Prescription Druggist,
South Paris, ΜβΙΠΘ

Something

Not Worth Men-

tioning—

footwear during the coming year. It can be taken for granted
that we will sell at modest profits and
give our customers the best possible
value.
Start the New Year right.
Put your
feet in a pair of our perfect fitting,
our

prices

on

long wearing

SHOES
and every step will be progressive and
There's a hearty greeting to
easy.
these offers. Yours truly,

SMILEY

NORWAY,

2. N. SWETT,

Manager

STORE,

SHOE
and Salesman.

'JPliono

You want

our

MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

112.8.

MONEY, and

we

svant your LOGS and LUMBER.

in your PINE, SPRUCE,
HEMLOCK and FIR LOGS, White
Birch Bolts and all kinds of PULP

Bring·

ÇVOOD and get your CASH down.
Good prices and honest measure at

Royal Mill, South Paris.

MASON LUMBER CO.,
>ec. io, 1902.

J.

A. KENNEY, Manager.

—

,,

Oxford

The

Semocrat

Mrs. T. S. Barnes entertains the Seneca

SOUTH PAKIS.
SOL'TH PASI8 POST OFFTCKOttce Houn:6 .tx>to Τ.Ό0 A. m; 6.-00
ivu r. m.
TKCNK

a.

h.

t· >

KAILWaT.

Commencing 3v>pt. 2S, ltOi,

^

CHl'RCHES.

Rev. W. Κ
First Congregational Church.
Brocks, l>. D.. pastor. Preaching service*, 10:4;
Τ
Sun-lay School 12
M. ami tm F.
ot
Ρ ν C- Ε. at * F. Μ.. Church prayer meeting
not other
Tuesday evening at Τ A) o'clock. All,
wise connecte·!, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor
a.

9 30 a
On Sundav, morning prayer meeting.
service 1" 45 a. m. -sabbath School
m. ;
12 M.; Ε μ worth I-eaguc Meeting, 6 15 f.
venlng prayer meeting Τ ρ μ. i>rayer meeting
Τ ùe- lay evening; class meeting rrlday evening,
Baptl'-t Chun h. Kev. H. S. Plitkhaiii, Pastor,
-vib"> .5. .n lay. preaching service l·· 45 a. m.;
ΐκύΐ 12
:>atli
prav>;r meeting T OO f. m.;
evening.
prtver roc-ting Tuesdav
l°ntvcrsa!l»t Church, Rev .I. il. Little, Pa-tor.
is
p. m
Prea-nlng service every ">unday at 2
New Hall. Sunday School at3 3u P. x.

;Te*rhfn.i

Régulai
M.—Paris Lodge, No *4.
F. Λ A
meeting Tuesday evening on or before full tcoon,
meetrvgular
Mica
Lodge,
O.
r.-Mount
I. Ol
la»'·, Thursday evening of each week.—Aurora
ttîrd
evenings
and
Monday
Encampment."ilrst

ofeaca month.
D. of R.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
30. meet* second an-t fourth Fridays of each
monm In «kid Fellow*' Hall.
G. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Po*t. No. 14.», meets
first and third Saturday evening of each
month. In G. A. R. Ha.l.
Kin- Sail Relief Carp» meet» first
Wm. Κ
an i thirl saturiay evenings of each month. In
Relief Corp* Hail.
P. of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
πκ-ets *econ i and fourth Saturday"; daring the
remainder of the year, meet* every Saturday, In

V. O.
each month.

and

fourth Mondays of

_

The Universrlist Good Cheer Society
holds a meeting Wednesday afternoonof
the
this week at Engine House Hall.
societv acknowledges an unexpected
Christmas gift <>f a good-sized check
from friends in Massachusetts whose
names are not disclosed.

There will be special gospel meetings
the Methodist church this week rue*
dav. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
Rev. B. F. Fickett will

evenings.

preach

Wednesday evening and Rev. ».
Brooks on Friday evening. All

cordially

invited.

the other evenings.

*·

are

Others will assist on

following officers of the Methodist
Sunday School were chosen Saturdayevening:
The

Sup*:rint«>n'ient—Char e» L. Ruçk.
\--li*tani ^up«rlnten«lent —fc. H. Slar-r.a<i.
Treasurer—« H. Henry.
Secretary—Lottie Glie*.
Librarian—S. C. °r>lway.
A—l»tant Librarians—Mrs. orlwaj,

A'Mte Ulle*.

The volume of Christmas trade this
lsl, vear has been such as to be pleasing to
Ν. Ε. >. P.—>tony Brook Lodge,
meets second and fourth Wednesday evenings
the merchants. Rarely is there a veai
of each month.
when the weather and traveling through
K. of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
the Christmas shopping season are so
Frl· av evening at Pythian Hail.
Modern Woo<lmen of America —-v>uth Pari» good. For the ten
days preceding C bristTuesCamp, No. 1'0»>T, mcvts -econ : and fourth
nias they could hardly have been imday evening- In Golden Cross HalL
proved. and it is needless to say that
Harold Brings is at home from Colby made a great ditference iu the amount oi
for the holidays.
trade.
Να

Rosier C. Sumner of Lewiston
N>uth Paris for Christmas.

at

\ "ame of ice polo was played between
south i'aris and Norway Saturday afternoon. on the lield whore Walker Λ" >"'1
Mrs. Alice P. Thayer has been visitive scraped for cutting above the 1 ark
week.
the
for
in
Portland
past
ing
street bridge. Two rifteen-minute periMiss Belle Tufts is at home from A>- ods were plaved. at the end of which the
score was a tie. Τ to 1. The tie was playsinippi. Mas>., to >pend the holidays.
...i ..:T in a ten-minute period, at the end
Mis* Edith Hayes of Auburn has been
.f which the s. ..re stood ·> to 1 in favor
the guest of friends here for a few days.
of s. uth Paris.
Frank A. Bonney is at home from
The week beginning next
Sunday,
Colby ( dleiie for the Christmas vacation. .lau. 4. i.s the week of prayer The
David L. Rounds of Danville Junction Evangelical Alliance sends out the folJ. D. lowing susiiiestions for topics for the
spent Christmas with his nephew.
several days of the week:
llaynes.
>·..ι» lay, .lan. 4.—Appropriât? eervlct4 a <1
Some over
couple» attended the

forty

first assembly of the

evening.

course

was

Tuesday

W. Karle Stuart was at home from
Boston to sj>end Christmas with hi»
parents. J. 11. Stuart and wife.

Thr

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8.
Preaching service Sunday.
Rldeout, Pastor
for
Mrs. L. B. Andrews left Saturday
10.40 a. ti.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Mène
6
at
30; Social Meeting. 7:15 P.
Meeting
Prayer
winter.
Boston, where she will spend the
κ. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday
Mrs. E. G. Cook and Mrs. James Han- eventηκ; Y. P. f. C. E. Meeting Friday evennon of Madison are guests of Mrs. \> ilf'nlverealtst Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angel),
liani Culbert.
•'actor. Preaching service on Sunda^. at 10Λ)
T. P. C. U.
13
Α. M ; Sabbath School,
The Senior Class of the Paris High meeting, 7 rOO p. M.
Pastor.
F.
Β.
Flckett,
Kev.
Methodist
Church.
School will give a sociable in New Hall,
Preaching service. 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
Friday, Jan. 2, 11W3.
12*© x.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 p.
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meet'•Hope Loring," by Lilian Bell, and prav<sr
ing. Friday evening.
"Letters from a Selfmade Merchant to
Baptist Church. Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
His Son." by George Horace Loramer, Preaching service. 10:30 a. m.; Sabbath School,
12 .1)0 M. Prayer Meeting Sun.lav evening 7 P. M.
have been presented to the public library
STATED MEETINGS.
by Frank A. Shurtleff.
F. Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
Property belonging to Α. Π. Jackson So. IS, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
Arch chapter,
was found" in the town of Hartford the before fuit moon. Oxford Royal
So. 29, asse-nbles Wednesday Evening, on or
last part of last week. It has been be for*·
full moon. Oxford Council, R. 4 S. M.,
left at the Democrat office and the owner Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
So. 1. Ark Mariners. Wednesday evening after
can have same by calling for it.

at

STATED MEETINGS.

AN UNCHANGED BILL.

CHURCHES.

Club this Monday evening.

TBAMS LKAVK ftOCTH FA HIS
dally, Sundavi
GolDrf 'town ea*t —5 3K a.
Sunday onlv
Included., SI) a m.. 4 40 p. m
6 iTO p. *.
3:3S P. *., 8 4'
a.
M.,
—10:00
we-t
Going up
F *
Olaliy, Sundave Included:. Sunday only
#-22 A. X.

Hall.
Grange G.
C —Second

NORWAY.

Miss Bertha Merrill of Auburn is visit
ing Miss Florence Tufts.

SS

iav,

.Ian.

Λ

—The ÇHwfc Militant.

Τ tie-la;·. ·' an ·;.-Κοη.'!_-ι
II.jii.··
\\\··Ιη·- la;.. Ian ?
J f»r .,
me
Thxra av. Ian ».—Work
Yuuiu Kami .le- an I S'il"
The.r
Kmer*
ΚΊ .v, Jan
Nation* an-l
-la.. 1" —The Mint-try of the bopel—►'a^uir*. Teachers. Kv tngvl
M 11·—SM I
—

full muon.
I.O. O. F.—Norwav Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Fallows* Half, every Tuesday Evening.
Wtldey Encampment. No. 21. meets In Odil
Fellows' Ha 1, second an t fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
meets on first and third Friday of each
So.
_

M,

month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
A. <>. Novo*
every Thursday Evening. U. R.,
Division. So. 12, meets third Friday of each
P.
So.
S., second
33,
Lake
rnonth.
Assembly,
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
am;
second
'neete
Grange
P. of H.—Norway
Hall.
fourth Saturlavs of each month at Grange
t; A R.—Harry Rust Poet, So. 54. meet* In
Sew a. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
.,
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R· Hall, Mon.
Sew G. A. R. Hall, on the
qhs.'av evenings of each month
,, Ι*
ν M—Sorway and South Paris Council,
So. 10. meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday

eTecing.

meetr
υ <>. J'. F.—Elm Tree Colony, So. 1W.
second and fourth Wednesday evening of each

U. O. G.'.' —Norway
meets second and fourth
each month

..

So.

Colleic* Profeuor.

terms.

Fred II. Cummings is still suffering
with his hand. While he is not copfined to the house he is unable to resume
his duties at Bemis.
Mary Lowell, of I.ewiston. visited
Mrs. V. W. Hills during the week. She
was employed by Mrs. Hills in the store
until she entered the hospital at LewisShe will
ton some four months since.
return to her work the first of the week.
The association of Knight Templars
observed Christmas at Masonic Hall
Thursday in the usual manner.
A. M. Rollins, formerly principal of
the Norway High School, now a student
at Boston University Law School, was
the guest <>f Dr. B. F. Bradbury during
the week.
The officers elected by the Veranda |
Club at its last meeting are:

J

Llbby.

—

broad principles of natural equity and
the claim that neither the laws gov
erniug courts nor the constitution ap
plies to them. The logical sequence is
this—that persons who hold claims
against the state are a favored class
who can alone make wings of 'justice
and right' to fly to that mystic region
ubove and beyond the trammels of law
and where such unjust things as con
tracts and written constitutions do nol
exist, but where for them a straight
and narrow pathway leads to the treasury, whose doors, without stint or delay. turn softly on golden hinges to ad
mit them. Yet if 1 do not very much
mistake this court 'these wings' will
unfeatlier lu their flight, and claimants
against the state must fall to a common
level with all other litigants and stand
up to the rack where is fed that good
old fodder of "justice and right' as ad
ministered by our courts."

wish to charge so brilliant an author
with the offenses of lu-r times, we are
compelled to observe, In the same book,
that absurd carpet spread once more
for the discussion of affairs. "Le tapis,"
talked
on which things have been
over in French literature, is, need we
say. not a carpet, but a table coverin fact, the green baize table cover of
diplomatic convocation. On that are
laid the papers, the protocols. A tapis
Is a carpet only when it covers the
floor,
Paper hanging^ are called tapisserie. but even the English haste

to burlesque, with
quainteye
ness, the idioms of the stranger has
not led our author's to speak of carWould that
peting French walls.
"jumps to the eyes" and "it goes without saying" might be suppressed for
ever in English; but, at any rate, they
are correct translations, whereas "on
to

an

the carpet" Is not.

Donkhobor*.

Tlie

The Doukhobors, that queer Russian
set lu Canada, are vegetarians of the
first water. A writer in the Outlook
says: "One of the few English words
they know is 'grease,' and upon my offering them any food—bread, for in-

stance—they would look at it suspiciously and inquire. 'Grease?' They
were afraid that iard or tallow might
have been used in making the bread,
aud. if so. they would not eat It. Some

of the Indians do not care to have the
Doukhobors visit them, as they are regarded as 'queer.' and I have seen a

Cree Indian wave
approaching
Doukhobor away by holding up a
piece of bannock In front of his tent,
with a deprecating gesture aud the
an

word 'Grease!'"

Italr·
All over Itily social life is characterized by a great love of outward show.
Here is an anecdote which Mr. Luigl
Villari relates in "Italian Life Iu Town
Ontwnrd Show In

aud

Country"

to

illustrate this national

feeling:

American gentleman who was
spending the winter iu Naples had
tnken a flat in a palazzo, the iirst floor
of which was occupied by a noble family in somewhat reduced circumstances. lie noticed to his surprise that
An

every day he met a servant going up
or down the stairs carrying a pair of
carriage doors. At last the mystery
The said noble family
was explained.
shared a carriage with some other people, but each had its own doors with
the family coat of arms, to make their
friends believe that they both had

carriages.
Crier·.
Moqul
Among the picturesque features of
life in the Moqui villages are the town
criers, who take the place of the daily
newspapers in civilized communities.
There are two of these functionaries,
one representing the "hostiles" and the
other the "friendlies." the opposing political parties in the Tusayau villages.
Twice a day these ofiicials ascend to
the housetops and, wrapped in their
VI1 lnare

scarlet blankets, their figures outlined
agaiust the clear blue sky, call out iu
long drawn, resonant tones whatever
announcement or record of town happenings may be in order.
A

Sound

Sleeper.

At the Français theater in Paris one
a
evening during the performance of
was oba
Soumet
spectator
play by
said
served to be slumbering. "Look."

Dumas to the author, who was sitting
him, "you see the effect produced
evenby your tragedy." But the next
ing at the same theater it happened
that the play was one of Dumas' own,

near

and ltUiappened also that a gentleman
in the stalls was overpowered by sleep.
Soumet being present noticed this, and,
Duwith infinite satisfaction, tapping
to the
mas on the shoulder and pointing
offender, he said, "Please notice, my
send
dear Dumas, that your plays can
"Not
people to sleep as well as mine."
"that'*
at all," was the ready answer;
lie has no;
our friend of yesterday.
woke up

yet!"

People In the World.
isThe inhabitants of the Andaman
lands are the smallest race of people In
a full
the world. The average height of
5 inches, and
grown Andaman is 4 feet
Smallest

peace as the population waxed the forest retreated. When by decimation and

continuous war the people perished, the
forests resumed their earlier eway and
covered the abandoned
homes of men. Indeed,

fields

as

and

affording

opportunity for the chase forests were
by the rulers of the earth sometimes
more highly esteemed than peoples and
towns. All earlier government regula-

tions

—

—

Inative

THE

«>η

cesifullv "ive.i at th>- Forest Carnival o\
their son. Dr. II. L. Bartlett.
ttetedlWOl the Cou-regational society ner with
Geo. P. Locke is enjoying a week's
of South Pari-, «ill l»e repeated at Nt w
he passed with his family.
Hall on Thursday evening, -'an. 1-t. vacation which
The Congregational church will ob1 ·«■...
The entire proceed- of this enteron Wednestainment will go to the Paris Public serve its fiftieth anniversary
1 st. The exercises will comLibrarv. We h..pe all will embrace the day, .Ian. ϋ
o'clock with
beautiful mence in the afternoon at
to witness this
The Paris Manufacturing Co. shipped opportunity
Kev. Γ. F. Mars to η of
not only to enjoy a tine enter- an address by
between "·'*» ami '·<*' sleds to Boston by operetta,
be served
will
I.ewiston. Refreshments
tainment, but to help the library that is
so that they
express Tuesday morning,
In the evening the pastor
tail at 5:30 P. M.
I)o
not
so
in
of
funds.
need
much
the
could be put on sale Wednesday,
talk which will be
Admission J"> cents. will give an historical
to he
day before Christmas. This was a large Tickets present.
followed bv an address by Rev. Smith
on sale at F. A. shurtleff Λ Co. s
enough
shipment to go by express, being
Baker, I). D.. of Portland. A commitstore Tuesday.
to about half till an express car.
tee consisting of Rev. B. S. Rideout,
Herman L. Home, Lewis I. Gilbert and
UISCOK UISTIUL
Mrs. II. F. Morton and Miss Julia P.
have the arrangements
Morton arrived from Abington, Mass.,
I'rentiss Crockett ha> Wen un the sick Silas D. Andrews
in hand.
Wednesday, and are at George K. Mor- list the past week.
τ» 1
__·
C
c-i, ...*
-.1 V... »l.~ T?o,l
ton's. A family party of eleven was enKre»l Farrarand son spent their Christ- cliffe Shoe Company to its best cutters
tertained there on Christmas day. includmas vacation at home.
for November was won by Harry F. Gibing the five children of Mrs. Morton and
J. Ilutchins, 2d, ?15;
members of their several families.
Mr. C. K. Penley sold two pairs of son, 1st. #25; Chas.
Frank Clark. .'ïd, ·?10.
last week.
Crockett
to
I'renti·»^
steerN
chose
<
».
O.
F.,
I.
Mount Mica Lodge.
The corporation ««tfii'ers have equipped
the following officers Thursday eveniug:
Mrs. Eunice Corbett is visiting her the hook and ladder and hose companies
T..
Buck.
Ν 0·.—Charles
with runners for their tire implements.
daughter. Mr>. Will Foster, this week.
V G
Luther \V Mollis.
of money.
Kit J. Swsn.
Ke<·. .Sec
The C. E. Society accepted the invita-1 A most wise expenditure
Flu Sec.—Charles II. Howarl.
II. L. Thurston has opened the store
tion extended to them to have a ChristSwan.
L
Trea».—Horace
in the Noyee Block lately used by W C.
Trustee—S I>ayton Bolster, Λ. E. Shurt eflT, mas tree at Geo. A. Chapman's Thursas a store room for musical
James 5>. Wright
day evening. One hundred and two McArdle,
and friends of the society instruments.
The annual meetinu of the Oxford members
Ralph S. 0>good of Lowell, Mass., is
After the long program
were there.
County Patrons of Husbandry Mutual
made a visit. Besides the j the guest of his uncle, F. W. Sanborn.
Fire Insurance Co. was called to order Sunta Claus
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leveroni are
two tables and a line were
her·' Saturday forenoon, at the adver- large tree,
for
with presents. A beautiful clock visiting his parents in Keene. Ν. II.,
tised time. On account of the small at- loaded
a few weeks.
and
his
to
the
watill
president
presented
Tuesday,
tendance, it was adjourned
The team horse of A. C. McCrellis
Mrs. Geo. S. Boutelle. by
Jan. *>. at Norway—the day of Pomona wife. Mr. and
Main Street Sat
the C. E. society. The Sunday School [ caused a lively time on
(?range meeting.
unlay when he ran from Paris Street to
presented their superintendent. II. C. the
mill stable where he stopped and
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge elected Bradford, with a life of McKinley. The |
waited for his driver who had been
the following officers Friday evening:
following program was carried out:
throwu from the sled near the Ilorne
Ε re· h lie Uurgln an<l Guy Boutelle.
Pra»er
Ν. β —Mr* May Buck.
V. β.—Mr·. Clara Howarl.
By All place.
sinking, Nearer My Go· I t·· Thee,
< .'hnstmas
Μη». Sadie Parlln.
Itec. sec
Quotations
We understand that J. Walter May of
Vinton Ku.-ter.
Kecltitlon,
Kin. sec —Mljs Carrie Hall.
Boston, who has for some time been at
Martha Porter
Recitation
Tree*—Mrs. Hattle t>ean.
Ma an I Annie Kerr. work in the Radcliffe shoe factory, has
Trust··»·»—Ml»·» Ann.·» Morse. Mr<. I.oulse Soil*,
Walter
Jessie Curtis. introduced with the approval of the firm,
'ieallng
Brlgg*. Hattle Leach, Everett Farrar,
FmltU· Durgin the
iKttaooi,
Bonney.
"May system" of cutting. He goes
Barbara Clitpiimn.
M uslc,
to Hallowell from here where he will inMrs. Kate Ho'<len
Nathan A. Chase, who has been at MM on
Kerr.
Clara
'•'eellat.un
troduce his new work.
home for the past week or twu, will re- song
Mr. ari l Mr-. Geo S. Koutelle.
Lester Home, of Tufts Medical School,
turn to the University of Maine at the Recitation
Clarence Jackson.
HaroM Porter. is spending his vacation with his parents,
Recitation
opening of the next term, and will comDonaM
Chapman.
Son*.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Home.
plete the course so as to graduate next Recitation
Guy Boutelle.
Mrs. John Abbott, forelady in the
Arthur Koster.
June. For the past year or more he has Recitation,
Erel'lle l>urgtn. UadclitTe stitching room, passed Christhad a position with the Fort Hill Chemi- Song
He "ting
Marjorle Penley. mas at her Lynn home.
cal Co. of Kumford Falls, and it is under- Kea'llng
Mr·*. Will Jackson
Mrs. June Ilutchins, of Exeter, Ν. II.,
stood declined a good offer to continue Kccltat on,
Guy C. Boutelle.
Marie Jackson. is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
with them in order to finish his college Kecltatlon
..........
Santa Claus
......
Leavitt.
course.
The Christmas afternoon dance at the
CHRISTMAS OBSERVANCE
Four good rugged South Paris men,
Opera House was well attended. Music
in whose usual occupations the art of
Christmas was duly observed at the was first-class by Stearns' Orchestra.
W. A. Bridgham, who has employed a
several churches of South Paris, most of
chopping cord wood is not included, reto
order
otT
in
the gatherings being held on Christmas crew at barrel making in the old blackcently took a half day
indulge in that entertaining exercise. eve. All were well attended, and the smith shop near the saw mill, will go to
They returned claiming great results and happy spirit of the Christmas season Minot the first of the week. Ile made
declaring that the chips Hew so that seemed to be shared in by both old ami nearly oOOO apple barrels for parties
here.
they could not see the sun. Some of young.
Mr. and Mrs. Frauk E. Bell of Porttheir friends who have visited the scene
At the Methodist church a Christmas
of action say that not only the chips but tree and exercises were held on Wednes- land passed the week with her parents,
also the cord wood "flew," its only about day evening. The programme was car- Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Crooker.
II. F. Richardson, after an absence of
The
one-half cord wa.s insight as the result ried out as published last week.
of their combined efforts.
gifts were then distributed from two two months in Mason hunting, has retrees, Santa Claus assisting in this por- turned to Norway.
The attempt to start the engine at the tion of the
The Norway I.ake Y. P. S. C. E. electprogramme.
Greenwood mill of the Paris Manufacturwas served to the children of ed the following officers:
Supper
ing Co., which has been unused through tiie Baptist Sunday School in the vestry
Pre».—Winnie Hall.
the summer, encountered a somewhat of the church at an early supper hour
Vice President—Eunice M are ton.
Secretary—Winnie Puttie.
novel difficulty. There was evidently Wednesday. The Christmas tree came
Treasurer— Freit Perr*.
some trouble, though it was not clear
later in the evening. As the school had
Organist— Evelyn Partrlilge.
what that trouble was, as there were no had its Christmas concert on the precedFIGHT WILL BE BITTER.
external signs of anything wrong. A ing
were
the
exercises
Sunday evening,
half dozen men worked all one day tryThose who will persist in closing their
brief. There was a duet on violin
very
them
ing to get it started, and two of
au<l organ by the little Misses I)ean, and ears against the continual recommendacontinued the next day. Finally they a violin solo
by Master Henry Howe. tion of I)r. King's New Discovery for
infound
and
engine
to
took the
pieces,
Two large and well-tilled trees were then Consumption, will have a long and bitter
side the cylinder several quarts of nuts,
Santa Claus making a short fight with their troubles, if not ended
A unloaded,
bits of bark, and other tine stuff.
earlier by fatal termination. Read what
visit.
exhaust
in
the
had
through
gone
squirrel
The Good Cheer Society furnished a T. B. Beall of Beall, Miss., has to say:
pipe, and had discovered an excellent supper to the children of the Universalist "Last fall my wife had every symptom
place for a winter storehouse.
Sunday School and others on Tuesday of consumption. She took Dr. King's
in Grand Army and Belief Corps New Discovery after everything else had
evening,
bad
and
storm
the
to
walking,
Owing
and a failed. Improvement came at once and
or more children
there was a smaller number than usual Halls. Fifty
hundred or more adults partook of the four bottles entirely cured her. Guarat the regular meeting of the Hitch Club,
The Christmas tree was held on anteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Saturday afternoon, Dec. îiîth, but there feast.
The Paris; Noyes Drug
in New Hall.
Store, Norway.
were about twenty present, and the fol- Wednesday evening
children of the Sunday School were Price 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottles free.
lowing programme was given:
seated on the stage, and a programme of
Opening of meeting !>>· the president.
REVOLUTION IMMINENT.
exercises by them was carried out, subby secretary.
Keport of precollne meeting
th<
In
A sure sign of approaching revolt and
Roll call, answer*.! by Item* of Interest
stantially as published last week.
life of Beetho*en.
S-.inta Claus apparently came up the tire serious trouble in your system is nerFlorence Tufts
Paper on Beethoven's Life
escape and made a brief call, throwing vousness, sleeplessness, or stomach upStory of the "Moonlight sonata."
Mrs.
Brlggs.
Electric Bitters will quickly disSonata,
by
out several handfuls of candy to the sets.
playe·!
Moonlight
Poem, "Lu" I wig von Beethoven." Mil Ire·! Ham children. The gifts were then distribut- member the troublesome causes. It
l*ean.
Ma
by
Slumber song, played
never fails to tone the stomach, regulate
ed from two well-tilled trees.
At the next meeting the club will takt (
At the Congregational vestry supper the Kidneys and Bowels, stimulate the
ant
lives
the
of
an informal review
was served to the children of the Sunday
Liver, and clarify the blood. Run down
characteristics of the five composers the] School, which they all enjoyed heartily. systems benefit particularly and all the
Handel,
Hay
Bach,
have been sttidying.
Later there was a short programme of usual attending aches vanish under its
den, Mozart and Beethoven.
exercises, consisting of Scripture read- searching ami thorough effectiveness.
ing and prayer by Bev. Dr. Brooks, reci- Electric Bitters is only 50 cts. and that is
As L. L. Powers was driving hom<
tations aud singing by some of the chil- re'urned if it dou't give perfect satisfacfrom Norway Tuesday evening, witl
dren, and several selections by Mr. A. E. tion. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff A
Mrs. Powers and another lady in th< ,
Morse. Gifts from a Christmas tree Co., South Paris; Noyee Drug Store,
run
the
overturned
were
by
sleigh, tbey
were then distributed.
Norway.
;
ner dropping into the electric car trad
where it crosses Pleasant Street jus t
A FRIGHTENED HORSE,
SHERIFF FLINT'S DEP JTIES.
west of the Grand Trunk crossing. For
like mad down the street
Running
wen
the
Hiram
of
of
Flint
L.
the
sleigh
Sheritf-elect
Edgar
occupants
tunately
the occupants, or a hundred
not seriously hurt, but the top of th<
furnishes the Democrat with the follow dumping
other accidents, are every day occursleigh was smashed off. The horse ing list of deputies appointed. Thret rences. It behooves everybody to have a
with the sleigh shafts and gear attached
more, to be appointed in the western
reliable Salve handy and there's none as
ran up Western Avenue and down Higl !
part of the county, w:ll be announcetj
as Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Burns,
Then trace of him was lost, am ' iater. All on this list except the last good
Street.
Cuts, Sores, Eczema and Piles disappear
in what direction he had left the villag
three are deputies now serving:
quickly under its soothing effect. 25c.
no one knew, nor was he found unti
Henry E. Mammon·), Crier, Parte.
at F. À. Shurtleff A Co.'e, South Paris:
-South Parle.
Wed
later.
R.
Tucker.
hours
James
Jailer,
nearly twenty-four
Altiert P. Ilassett, Norway.
Γ
Noyee Drug Store, Norway.
stra
that
a
was
learned
it
nesday night
Thivl«leue Crose, Norway.
team answering the description had beei
George G. Sh rlev, Frveburjr.
A COSTLY MISTAKE.
•lames W Chapman, Kezar Kails.
taken in by a man in Poland, abou
Blunders are sometimes very expenKre<l A. Porter, Rumfonl Falls.
three miles below Mechanic Falls, an 1
Harris L Elliot*.. Rumfonl Falls.
sive. Occasionally life itself is the pricc
th% next day Mr. Powers went dow
Walter C. Baa>-eit. Lovell.
of a mistake, but you'll never be wron£
Indies
ami drove the horse home.
Don A Gates, Dtxtieltl.
if you take Dr. King's New Life Pills foi
Kuuello A. Harrow··, C Aon.
tions were that the horse stood for som a
A. W. Warren, BuckUeM.
Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Headache, Livei
time during Monday night in front u f
Milton Penley. Bethel.
or Bowel troubles.
They are gentle yel
the stable door of Solon Downing, in th e
Wellington Bin I, Bryant's Pond.
thorough. 25c. at F. A. Shurtleff <S
George M. Este ν, Range ey.
lower part of Oxford, and then cot
FrlU J Tyler, bethel.
Co.'s, South Paris; Noyee Drug Store
tinued hie journey southward, makin K
J. M. BartleB, East Stone ham.
Norway.
Timothy H. Jewett, Bethel
something like fifteen miles in all.

the
\V. A. Porter found a treasure
middle of :i box of randy which he ;wlded
a
t<> his st<x*k the other day. It was
of a
piece of anthracite, about the size
walnut, carefully wrapped in tissue pa-

OUR

TREES

On the Cnri«-t.
Friday afternoon, .Ian. 2d, the club]
The London Chronicle in an artiwill meet with Mrs. W. C. Cole.
>I{ur-iv,
Mrs. <>. L. Stone entertained her sis- cle criticising a popular book says,
Advertised letters in South Paris post
ter. Edith Abbott, of Bethel, for a few
apropos of the expression "on the caroffice Dec. 25»:
The beautiful operetta, "Golden H;iir days.
pet," which is used in the book:
Mrs. Florance A Young.
County Commissioner Bartlett and
and The Three Bears- that was so suc"On the carpet" again. Without any
Mr. H. R Fav r.
wife of Stoneham took Christmas dinin

!

Ex-Presiileut Gates of Amherst college was a man with three salient characteristics—belief in compulsory worship as a means of grace, nicety of language and a fondness for bargain hunting that was almost feminine. As illusTHOMAS H. MAC BRIDE, Ph. D».
trative of the latter it is told that on a
Professor of Botany, Iowa State
certain occasion Mr. Gates bought foi ft
β
L'nivtrtUy.
$3 a pair of trousers that had been
marked at $6 and had them charged
The first of the month a bill came in:
Vin.—Forestry and Reforesta"To one pr. pants. $3."
tion.
Mr Gates crossed off the "pants" and
value of the forest in itself
substituted "trousers." then remalled
and in its relation to the welthe bill. The first of the next month an
fare of humanity in general
other bill came in:
has doubtless long attracted
"To one pr. pants. $3."
This time the bill was returned, a« the attention of thoughtful men. Records of the fact are not wanting even
before, but with the following legend:
It is even
Dear Mr. Thompson—I am always care- in the ancient classics.
ful about the language I use and like othclaimed for the old time Jews that they
er people to be the same.
In western
had forest regulations.
The first of the third month Mr
Europe, however, for a long time men
Gates received a bill:
and trees seem to have stood in the
"To one pr. p;utts. $3."
This time he went in person to visit position of natural rivals. In times of

Prairie Flower* of Fancy.
A brief for the state in an early Nebraska case indulges in the following
prairie flowers of fancy:
"Plaintiffs iu error are afraid that tin
honor and dignity of the state will suf
fer, and they invoke for the claimants

Village schools closed Wednesday
afternoon for the week.
The traders have enjoyed an excellent
business this week.
Co. 1) boys are working hard for the
drill to be given by them at the military
ball at Auburn. Co. C. Auburn, and
Co. I). Norway, have been on first-class

Preddent—Mr< F.mmaCurinan.
Vlc--Pre»l lent—Mrs. Cora Cordwell.
Trea-urcr and secret try—Mrs. Maggie

Much Fur the

To·

New York Times.

...

lery,
Thursday evenings of

Comniar.

ffai

Merchant

Mr. Thompson. He explained his posi
tion. Thompson looked at him a mo
ment and then replied:
"Pres'dent (Jates, I've been in th«
clothing business for twenty-five years,
an' during them twenty-five years ev
erytliing in my shop above $5 has been
trousers and everything below £5 lias
been pants. It's pants you got. and
egad, sir. It's pants you'll pay for."—

So. 177. meets In
Ve< "p.—î.ake-lde Lodge,
first and third Wed-

month.

Cloth Ιηκ

preserved

established forests
simply as a covert for the wild beasts.
For whatever of native forests exists
in England and western Europe generor

ally we are doubtless indebted to the
hunting instinct strongly developed in
the hearts of the old time kings and
princes. The Norman kings of England, as every schoolboy knows, were
notorious for activity in this sport.
Sherwcod forest Is probably part of the
prehistoric woods of Britain preserved
for purposes of the chase through all
the centuries. New forest was new by

order of William the Norman. A cultivate country became a royal hunting
ground and. in fact, remained so down

to the year 1S"7. The very royalty of
the woods, however, operated at length
to their disadvantage. They shared
the fortunes of

monarchy

ami flourish-

decayed with the strength or
feebleness of succeeding kings. A pow-

ed or

erful monarch protected his property;
weaker sovereign lost it. Thus the
celebrated ordinance of 1CS9, elaborated by Colbert and Louis XIV., was ex-

a

pected to correct abuses that during
the supremacy of weaker sovereigns
had clmost ruined the royal domain.

Of course, the overthrow of monarchy
under these conditions jeopardized the

very exist en φ of the forest. Accordingly we are not surprised that the Puri
tan revolution in England left a groatlj
reduced wooded

area

In that country,

and r.cross the channel the notorious
French revolution vented its rage cspe

chilly on the royal forests, on groves,
on parks of castles, chateaux, wher-

privileged class had up to that
time been the conservators of large estates and widespreading wooded reever a

gions.

However, all this is happily now Ion?
past. All men are wiser. Not only are
forests now preserved and cared for in

nearly all the principal countries of Eu-

rope. but their value is rightly esteemed
by everybody. Whether the property

of king or people, no one nowadays
would think of their destruction or obliteration.
Forests in Europe, as of yore, are
largely the property of the government,
republic, kingdom or empire, but they

are no

longer regarded

as

instrument's

of oppression. France has now one of
the most complete systems of forest
management in the world and has in
later years accomplished wonders in
restoring her provinces to the fortunate
Since the
condition of earlier times.
establishment at Naples of a echool of
forestry in 1S27 the application of genuine scientific treatment in the whole
forest problem has been in France more
varied and extensive than anything else
in the world.
Germany, as we shall

see, has a much larger organization,
but the problem in the fatherland was
much less complex. In general we may
say that in France the whole forest
Question is in review. For instance,
France has undertaken the reforestation of her mountains. The movement
began in 1SÛ2 by the passage of laws
making large appropriations for this
purpose. In the accomplishment of the
work something like $10,000,000 has
since been expended, and the task is
only about half completed. Eight mil-

lion acres of tillable land were threatened with destruction, and to avert the
impending calamity it was necessary
to plant with trees more than 800.000
In Gascony r.
acres of mountain eide.
hundred years ago the whole region between the Gironde and the Adore was
swept by the west wind coming in from
the Atlantic. Vast sand dunes extended for miles and miles along the westcoast of France and were slowly
buryiug the tillable and habitable land,
moving inward at about the rate of

ern

BORN.
the chief duty of the GerMO fore"
administration to maintain the fowet·
In South Parle, Dec. 26, to the wife of Char le·
Nevertheless it
as they now stand.
H. Howard, a son.
In Norway, Dec. 18, to the wife of Joaepb
the ultimate policy of the German govDerburn, a daughter—Grace A lma.
ernment to bring under other forme of
In Eaat Sweden, Dec. 19, to the wife of Jame·
culture all lands susceptible of such E. Croate, a son. Dec.
In Weat Parla,
26, to the wife of Frank
treatment, not reducing the
O. Small, a daughter.
to the wife of George
Dec.
la
X,
West
Parle,
area indeed, but gradually
A. Tlrrell, a ton.
so that eventually only such lands will
be occupied with trees as are practiMARRIED.
cally valuable for no other crop. Ana
a few of the famous
FUR COATS will be higher next year. We have
trade in one.
yet the extent of the forest Is not to De
a
sell
In Bnckfleld. Dec. 25, by Rev. B. F. Turner,
we'll
left
make
;
you
&
Gordon
diminished. Of course in such manage- Mr. C. W. Shaw and lllea Julia M. Turner, boUi
ment there will always be respect to of Bnckfleld. Dec. 29, by Rev. H. C. Munson,
LINED
In Buckfleld,
REEFERS, LAMBSKIN
OVERCOATS,
climatic and eroslonal possibilities. Ev- Mr. F. W. Warren and M1m Effle A. Newton, ULSTERS,
CORDUROY
AND
LEATHER
REVERSIBLE
both of Buckfleld.
ery forest in Germany is accurately
It
In Hartford, Dec. 24, by Rev. W. C. Weecott,
from the best makers.
stock of these
COATS. A
mapped. In the working plans of those Mr. Daniel L. Barker and M1m Idella Mae
Hartford.
of
both
Sucklea,
in charge of any wood
pays to dress warm.
In Rumford Falls, Dec. 20, by Rev. G. B. Hannoted and recorded. Think of 7,000,000 naford, Mr. Rodolf Peterson and M1m Valborg
the things for school wear, $2 to
Falls.
both of Rumford
BOY'S REEFERS,
acres of woodland cared for with ex- Dldrlcksen,
In South Paris, at the Methodist parsonage,
IrvSmall
wonder
Mr.
that!
such
as
George
W.
actitude
Pottle,
Dec. 24, by Rev. A.
We are ever on the
Emma Jane Mulrhead,
It's our business to clothe Men and
that the forests of Germany are a ing Wheeler and Miss
both of South Paris.
our patrons.
of
wants
and
look after the demands
eource of constant and considerable
In Bethel, Dec. 34, by Rev. F. E. Barton. Mr. alert to
and Miss Edith O.
revenue to the imperial government Ernest H. Pratt of Clinton
Grover of Bethel.
In 1S95 the cost of administration in
In East 8umner, Dec. 24, by W. H. Eastman,
Miss
Esq., Mr. Chaa. B. Rveraon, Jr., and
the German forest is stated at
Berdcna Β Fletcher, both of Hartford.
Alden
Chase,
Esq.,
Dec.
21,
per acre, the income at $2.63. On <.0°0.·
In Woodstock,
by
and Mrs.
000 acres this will be quite a consid- Mr. Oliver F. Bean of Greenwood
Gertie M. Hemingway of Milton Plantation.
kaiser's
erable item in the
budget.
No American who has not witnessed
DIED.
it can form any conception of what it
Is to seé a forest in order. To vtelk in
In Rum fori Falls, Dec. 22, Albert E. Sardo,
the shadow of great trees by self ap- aged 60 years.
in New Bedford, Mass., Dec. 10, Seth C. Caldand
oaks
see
beeches
to
pointed paths,
well, formerlv of Paris.
at
their
and firs and pines luxuriating
In Bethel, Dec. 22, Marie Dessle, daughter of
3 years, 4
best and yet all perfect, each support- Louis and Fannie Mercier, aged
months.
ing but none destroying the other, none
In Bethel, Dec. 25, Mrs. James French.
50 Cts. buys a set of Shaft Bells.
In Fryebu'g, Dec. 23, Mrs. Frank Osgood.
fallen, none distorted or dying and,
Shaft Bells.
a set of Good Cast
7S CtP.
is
none consumed with
best of

^=|

appropriate

them not a windbreak only of Interior
fields, but a breakwater to the encroachments of the ocean. Does the

mistral plague his southern provinces,
olive
vex his orchards and blight his
yards, he plants forests across the path
of the north wind and so restores the
old time conditions of moisture and
of
climate. If in all these matters men
the next century are wieer and more
fortunate than we, It will in a large
measure be owing to the farreaching
on
experimentations now in progress
the mountains and in the river valleys
of France.

In Germany systematic investigation
litof some of these problems began a
tle earlier than in France, and to Gerthe credit
many, as it seems, belongs
arof establishing the first schools of
boriculture in the world. Several such
schools were set up in the Harz mountains in 1772. Today a chair of forest-

university
ry is found in almost every
in the German empire, and more than
4,500 men are engaged in the administration of the German forests. There
were a few years since twenty German
periodicals devoted to forestry interthere
ests only. In addition to all this,
where
are separate schools for forestry
nothing else is attempted but the preparation of candidates for administrative work among the woods and trees.

few weigh over seventy-six pounds.
of foot About ten
years of such preparatory
They are marvelously swift
and as they smear themselves over service are required, five in study, five
ocher in
with a mixture of oil and red
practice work.
German foresters of course have theii
present a very strange appearance.
of
Some are of great moFew travelers care to encounter any
own problems.
for their
knows of none ut
author
the
these bellicose little people,
but
ment,
skill In throwing the spear and iu using present as farreaching as are some ol
readi
the bow is only equaled by their
those cited in France. The Germant
It if
ness to attack strangers.
fead more to start with. Today
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others.
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South Paris, Maine.
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A Venerable Tree.
There is Dot in Europe a more interesting tree for Americans to visit than
the venerable locust in the
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WE HAVE SOME

Milton's Vallombrosa, a locality u
beautv fortunately still worthy of the
poet's praise. But the progress of eco
nomic reform in Italy is still dlscourag
ingly slow.
The illustrations we have cited bav«
brought to us some cocception of mod
ern forestry, may even enable us per
chance to frame a definition of th<
word. Forestry is really a branch ol
agriculture, field culture in the broadei
acceptation of the term. Yet forestrj
is something more than a single croi
of aboreous plants. Forestry, as we un
derstand it, is a science which con
cerns Itself with world culture, an art
which teaches the proper use of tht
earth as an abode for civilized and en
lightened men. The forester is some

It is

set

St., Norway, Maine.

Ol Main

as

that

of Four Bells to a string.
of Harmonized Shaft Bells.

set

I AM ES Ν. FAVOR,

HEADQUARTERS

thing

a

Bells lor $1.3«S per pair.
I am selling the largest sized Team
at
Bells
corresponding low prices.
and
Body
\lso all kinds of Team

W. H. Winchester,

such always in practically the sarni
condition. The removal and constant
renewal of native trees are scarcely al
all noticeable.
The woods are mixed in character,
and replanting goes on all the time,
chiefly from nurseries.
In Austria the forestry methods art
largely those of Germany; in Switzerland they are those of France. Forest
denudation has already in many places
almost ruined the Swiss mountains and
has covered the fertile valleys wltb
glacial debris. The French method ol
experiment is exactly in line with tht
Swiss necessity.
Italy is attempt ng
something of the saine sort. Her moun
tains and streams everywhere show tht
results of thousands of years of mis
management. Her forestry school is al

BELLS

BELLS!!

buys
buys
$1.30 buys a

fire,

LOST.
artist
in a splendid painted hall. The writer
1 Drill Hammer loaned In South Paris;1 Sledge
will
Paris Hill,
once saw an oak two or three feet in Hammer loaned for work at
the borrower kindly return same to the owner.
diameter felled in the forest by the
CHA°. υ. ANUKLna,
South Paris, Maine, Dec. 16,1902.
Rhine. The tree was taken down piecemeal. Not a sapling was injured in its
fall. There was no stump. The sawyers cut a little below the surface of
the ground. From the scene of action
a temporary iron tramway was laid to
the regular avenue of exit, and so the
logs were safely and quickly moved
out of sight. When all was done, there
FOR
was left on the ground not a chip, not
so much as a twig.
The stump itself,
if such it may be called, was buried
in the soil and so left to decay.
The German method of treatment it
different from that practiced in somi
other countries-England, for instance.
Iu England the natural forest is all cut
at once the grounds then reset or replanted with seed. In Germany the
object seems to be to keep the forest
an

Cleaned and Pressed.

NOYES CO.,

H.

BELLS I

It will pay anybe mailed free on request.
to
body Interested In any way In country life
send for them. Address the publishers :
will

of

|

H'tiikh ti'cki:b * box.
Albany, W. Y.
«-Subscriptions taken at this office.
50.
Both papers together,

the museum of Taris.
The first of its race to grow In the
soil of Europe, it has survived for

more than two centuries and a half
the wars of the elements and the social cyclones which have swept over it.

FOR SALE.

I have for sale two pure blood Black Langshan cockerels. They are tine stock. I'rlce $1251

The seed from which it sprang wai

each.

planted in 1033 by Vespasian Robinl
gardener of Louis XII., in the Jardin
du Roi, now called the Jardin des

E. F.

SHAW, Paris. Me.

When You Get Married
prices the lowest on
and
Tinware, Crockery, Glassware,
similar home goods.
You will find my

Plantée.

Little is left of the old tree but the
shell of the trunk and a few feeble
branches which clothe themselves year
after year with leaves and flowers,

J. K.

CHASE, South Paris.

testifying to the wonderful vitality of
the locust tree and to the care which
has been bestowed upon this speci-

AXES,

by the authorities of the garden,
the most interesting in the world, perin its historical associations with
Those duues haps,
sixteen feet per year.
men famous in the annals of botany.
have been covered with a forest of
pines and are today the seat of an inAn Unpaid Debt.
dustry, a forest industry, giving emApart from their humble office as
ployment to thousands of people. One
cannot but admire the energy with fivers of shade and preservers of
which such adverse conditions are over- streams, trees minister more than we
come. The Frenchman is staggered by
Yet
can guess to our hourly pleasure.
no difficulty.
Nothing is impracticable we are so thoughtless of them that we
with him. If by the blunders of the
take ttieir benefits without a word of
past the mountains are coming dowD
gratitude for the most part
upon him, he forthwith sets out to re
habilitate the mountains and bind the
sources of the river; if the sands tossed
up by the waves threaten him with entombment, he plants the dunes with
vegetation and makes of

BLUE 8TORE8.

men

Unconditionally
Warranted,

$1.00.

Edith

wyatt

Marvin Dana

Axe Handles, 10 to
30 cents.

tree, bo the story goes, furnished the
wood for our Saviour's cross, and its
leaves were doomed to tremble till the
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It is curious that grass will not grow
under certain trees, notably the beech,
fir. chestnut and aspen. This latter
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future short stories
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this advertisement.
appear in
will find it in
good short story you

names
a

this paper.

end of the world.
The

Hobbs' Variety Store,

Gnlllotlne and It· Inventor.

One of the most widely disseminated
errors is that Dr. Guillotin
of

popular

Invented the grim machine which still

of
bears the name. The real inventor
Dr.
was
this sinister contrivance
man and
Louis, a well known medical
secretary of the Parisian

permanent

School of Medicine,

or

Medicine.
enerDr. Guillotin, who died in 1814,
against
but
vainly
protested
getically
with
the use of his name in connection
this disagreeable subject—an evidence,
diffiif one were wanted, of the great
a popular
culty there is of correcting
the legend
error. Needless to say that
victhat Dr. Guillotin was among the
mertims of his friend's ingenious and
instrument of destruction is

Special

He died at a good
old age and in his bed, surrounded by
his children, who, however, obtained
permission to change their name.
as

Bankrupt's

In the matter of

Petition for

ELLIS A
co partner#

Discharge.

fln

WCABL

Low Prices.

...

the

most precious Jewel of all and the onlj
true way to win the respect of others,
and then remember what Emerson
is true
Bays, for what he says here
"No young man can be cheated out ol
h< >
an honorable career in life uuless
cheats himself."

,
Nothing is more distressing thai
act old or ok
young men trying to
men trying to act young.—Chicagt

1

News.

Discharge.

days

ciful
wholly apocryphal.

Self Reapect.

Petition for

1
MCDONALD, an I
B-nkrUDtcv
B*a*ruplcy·
)
In the matter of
and ln.Uvl.luale,
In Bankruptcy.
GEORGE F. COOPER,
J
|
Bankrupts.
of the DUNORWAY, ME.
Bankrupt. )
Judge
IIalk,
Clakknck
of the Die. To the Hon.
the DUtrlct
To the How. Clarence Hale, Judge
trlct Court of the Unite·] States for
District
trlct Court of the United States for the
Maine
of
of Ma<ne:
ELLIS Λ BODY MCDONALD,
the
F. COOI'ER, of Roxbury, In
formerly copartner# a# EIIU Λ McDon·
«
Maine,
of
State
ami
THOSE
of
MORE
Oxford,
ONCE
In the County of Oifoni, and
County
that aldot Bumford,
In said District, respectfully represents
Maine, In aald DUtrlct, respectfully
ho was duly State of
on the 2nd day of Auk., last past,
that on the letb day of December, 1U01,
of Congress re- represent,
under
adjudged bankrupt under theheActs
were duly adjudged bankrupt·
has duly surren- they
that
;
to
Bankruptcy;
luting
t: e Acte of Congress relating to Bankruptcy
of
and
property,
their proper
rlglits
dered all his property
that they have duly surrendered all
have
and
fully
and hat fully cotnpllea with all the requirements
of
compiled
property,
ty and rights
of said Acts and of tbe orders of Court touching with all the requirements of said Acts and of the
his bankruptcy.
orders of Court touching their bankruptcy. deWherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
Wherefore they pray, That they may befrom
from all
I shall
hare a full discharge
by the Court to hare a full discharge
For the next 30
said creed by the Court to
debts provable against his estate under
all debt· provable against their estate under said
sell my
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are except- bankrupt Acts, except such debt· as are exed by law from such discharge.
cepted by law from ofsucii discharge.
Best Quality solid gold frames for $2.50
Dated this 18th day of Dec.. Α. Γ). 1902.
November, A. D. 1902.
Dated this 28th day
GEORGE F. COOI'ER, Bankrupt.
W. CAUL ELLIS.
Best gold filled frames warranted
...
BODY MCDONALD, Bankrupt·.
1.00
10 years, only
Frameless glasses in all the differORDER OF WOTICE ΤΠΕΒ.ΕΟΙΙ.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEREON.
ent styles with best gold filled
District or Maine, as.
2.00 District op Maine, ss.
on readOn thU 13th day of Dec., A. D. 1903,
mountings, only
readthe foregoing petition, It laOn this 20th day of Dec., A. D. 1902, on
ing
Best gold filled chains, such as are
the Court, That a hearing be bad
e foregoing petition, It is
tl
ordered
by
.50
ing
sold elsewhere for 81.00, only
2nd day of Jan., A. D.
Ordered by the Court, That » hearing be bad
upon the same on the
In aald DUof Jan., A. D..
lwtt, before said Court at Portland,
upon the aame on the 9th day
Disthat
1908, before said Court at Portland, In said no- trlct, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and Demthat
Oxford
aud
In
the
forenoon
In
the
;
be
o'clock
notice thereof
published
trict, at 10
thereof be published In tbe Oxford Demo- ocrat, a newspaper printed In aald DUtrlct, and
tice
In
and
work a
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, In that all known creditors, and other persons
and place,
and other persons
Interest, may appear at the said time
free that all known creditors,
the prayAll examinations
and
time
ν
said
place,
an
have,
why
at
the
If
show
they
cause,
and
Interest, may appear
and show cause, If any they have, why the er of said petitioner should not be granted.
of
be granted.
And It U further ordered by the Court, That
prayer of said petitioner should not
credThat
And It is further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
adcredknown
to
all
mall
send
shall
by
Clerk
the
itors copies of said petition and this enter, "
adof said petition and this order,
dressed to them at their places of
Remember that I am permanently itors copiesthem
as
residence
of
their
at
places
dressedto
located in South Paris, and shall be at stated.
Witness the Hon. Ci-arknck Hal*. Jwlge
of
at Portuntil
Witness the Hon. Clabence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof.
my office, No. 4 Odd Fellows Block,
Portland,
at
the
and
seal
thereof,
In said District, on the 19th day of Dee.,
the said Court,
further notice.
A. D. Und,
In said Diet riot, on the 20th day of Dec.,
Α· h· davi8· ctoA·
1902.
A. H. D AVIS, Clerk,
A »u. cm
[Ι» a.]
λ true copy of petition and onl< jr thereon.
Attest: A. H. D AVIS,Clerk.
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST.
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Academie de

Maintain your self respect

Bankrupt's

Prescription
charge.

specialty.
absolutely

J. Franklin Harris,

VÎT

ΐΜϊΑΠϋ*.

Γ

HOMEMAKEKS" COLUMN.

β Ε ECHAM-S

Jomapondeiioe on topic· of Ιπμγμι to the IjmIi

U solicited. Ad dree β : Editor Homkmak-kk*
CoLUlQf, Oxford Democrat. Part·· Matno

No. SH9.—TranapoaltlOs.
1. I am a word of four letters meaning
wicked.
Transpose me, and I still
mean the same thing; change the order of my letters once more, and I am
something to wear.
2. I atn something that is always go-

ÎFOR
BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS;
ALL

J

HEADACHE.

SICK

CONSTIPATION.
WEAK STOMACH,

j

IMPAIRED DIGESTION,
Hl^OkDERED LIVER and
FiZMALE AILMENTS.

(
) and
} KinJreJ ?
S Disease (

J SokJ everywhere. in box», at 10 cents an.I .'*>
^

frvvvvv

m — —

■

Builders' Finish !

Expands.

I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
ilie or Style at reasonable prices.

The NVw England Conservatory of
Mu^ic is about to move into its beautiful
This
new building on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
its pre-eminence anion·;
world, and
American institutio n has been conceded
ever since it was founded in lS5o by Dr.
Sben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was be:ng
developed, a few Ivers A I'ond piano;
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
expart'ed, the.e ha.e
servatory has
gradually been acqu» ed 26S Ivers ΛPond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building. the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 29Θ.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art prmluct would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical ο' η asical institutions.

Alsn Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing
R.
vVe-t

LARCf BOTTLES

COAL! :
V

telej>h<«rt· to
supply promptly.

&

WALKER

«>ιτη

f.iKiH. hk.

Ice. Coal. Cement, Lime,
Sand. Λο.

t>

«

f.

w^klr.
··'»
I.*
'·»·■»
> ur:
-ti·. li. (h>U1 L'T»;l
u-n.

briug

SON,

opportuuitv
ness.

smart,

positions
capable boys.

Apply

So. ;$î»4.—({iierr Sum*.

1. Add 500 to i»l and make a cover.
2. Add 1,000 to 0 and make force.
3. Add 0 to 1,000 and make to min-

gle.

LET.

TO

Tern jieut to Id to a family without chlMren.
Or
VVII! iftvo the man Ktwl; work on farm
«voulu litre a rluitle man. Itefcrcnre rMUl.wl.
Ο. Κ CLIFFORD
South I'arte, It. Κ D. No. 1, Oct. 13

Kodol

—

Cure
Wool Carpets Dyspepsia
Digests
what you eat.

reparation contains all of the
digestuuts and digests ail kinde of
fwxl. It gives instant relief and never
:ails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the f > 1 you wai.t. The most sensitive
>t> machs can take it. By Its use uianv
thousands of dyspeptic* bave bet η
•ured after everything else failed. 1»
inciju :lkd f<>r the stomach. Child
This

out

odd patterns and cleat

up stock.

Chas, F. Ridlon,

with weak stoCia<*us thrive on it.
First dose reiic'Tes. Δ diet unnecessary
ren

Cures all stomach troublas

Corner Main and Oanforth Sts..

[astern Sleislw Company.

MAINE.

NORWAY,
AMI»

l>tWlTT4k«'n
OB r hf I'
*40
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FARE ONLY SI 00.
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Cream
Ely's *xl

ti>

uM
Contain* nu tu
luiii>u· 1r'j|(
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In lit Wharf.
«> r

■

a·

«

ime

Krturl

mf

rraahua Wharf. Portl >n I. a»I
>lallt. rv-ept laa-taj. M

Throui'1 M k· I» l».«e I ill <**«»«· < he· k*-l
•or Vr« I
k. I' I mi
>*.« anl Wa»hla«t»o
via all rail an-1 ήμιο-ι Urn··
) rtltflM rutr- «ι·»»· a* !■·<■ a* '4her til***
%II frvltfM via. Itola its· litU rl a#.tu-* >rc
to I «aria· n«k
J
I
Iimuii.
Ayvni f raakUa Wharf.
I'urUi»!.
\ II
Ha»*· ··*. ·. PAT V
( a. Vil» Λ l'aria. Vlw
Manager
wcacral· ft..·, I .fcrS Wharf. Bu-4«>a. Mat
■

W

Ali*»· InfljuuniAlioti
Ileal· ami ΓηΗηΊ* Ux
tt>· ^B<f· of Tatto an

Wa

Mruwr· W e».·

Balm Α-

ylrimt

lu;
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Kr-*. r.smci.
Lar^r «Ut V
mall. Trial Sue 1·». by
Meait>ranc
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4. Add Γ>00 to
make not clear.

1 and

to

1,000 aud

Rhyme.
Sitting close beside the
He studied the water
While an apple red he
Mo. 3y>">.-Urhrailcil

Su. ;tiHI.-Uuul)lr

Vrrimtlc.

[Crosswords. 1

A bed that's like a little boat.
A foreign peak that traveler's quote.
A drop would spoil your Sunday coat.
An organ with a Jarring note.
A land where men would like to vote.
An American author primais hide.
My finals tell at what place he died.
So. .'Ml?.—Λ Kr%%

4|ueatlo··.

1. If y»>u saw a man seven feet tail
walking down the street, of what author would you think?
2- If the thermometer suddenly fell
twenty degree*, of what country would
you think?
3. If you saw α mau buying a !>aby
from a fouudlitig asylum, of what animal would you think?
X·.

3t«*.—Treaa.

The warmest clad tree
The tree that Is a prououn.
The tree that is sad
«ma

rut.

What Oah I» in p«»or health? Weakflsh.
What ttftb belong prmierly to tlie mil·
Itonairv? Gold and silver Ash.
What flsh would e<m<ιner In a wrestling match? Mussels.
What Us h is given to melancholia?

HméA.

What ûsh is also a road?
«owe·*

hat

Pike.

I nrrrlaln.

He—Darling, will you share my lot?
8he— Y !«. Reginald. If It really Is a
lot
Con and ram·.

What nut supports the roof? Wal (It
What Is that which is lengthened by
belug cut at both ends? λ ditch.

only one leg."

Another one, tucked in the upper
>uwt. New York
berth of a sleeping car, was asked by
his mother during the night if he knew
Krjr to the Passlrr.
where he vsas. "Yes," he replied, "I'm
No. 38*——Half Square: 1. German. 2.
in the top drawer."
0.
4.
Mrs.
X
5.
3.
Rebs.
Every.
Ay.
COUnl*
„ O.fonl a»'»
Still another, this time a little girl. A
Xo. 3S3.—A Handkerchief Trick: X<> teacher who was
■
showing portraits of
answer required.
Queen Victoria and her family held up a
Xo. 384.—Metagrain: 1. Ilnil. 2. Jail. picture of the Duke of York. Nobody
3. Mail. 4. Nail. & l'ail. 0. Rail 7. in the class could tell who it was.
"Well," said the teacher, "He is the
Sail. S. Tail. 9. Wail. 10. Kale.
Xo. 385.—Charade: Imp-o-light (ltni>o- Duke of York, and now can any of you
tell me what he is?" The hand of a little
llte).
are better than paint.
went up as she answered quickly
Χα 3SG.—Xovel Puzzle: Nathaniel girl
smooth
sura
make
work
and promptly, "He's the heir consumpe;isy,
They
1. Xicht. eight.
2. Ail. tive to the British throne."
Hawthorne.
face. and any one can apply them to
nil. 3. Tear. rear. 4 Hut. out. 5. Aid.
The feminine theatre hat has been exwalla, ceilings, inside woodwork, panhid. C. Naught, taught. 7. Ion. won. pelled from its last refuge in the Paris
Manytrios, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is uoobeautiful tints.
8. Ever. aver. 9. Iuive. have.
opera house. It had been allowed in
absorbent and can be kept bright and
No. 387.—Harmony: FLUTE. 1·Ί!·Υ. the balcony stalls, but now this last
for
Is
tiic
best
rheumatism,
cloth.
a
remedy
with
clean by wiping
damp
The war
MandoLin.
TamboUrine.
GulTar. licence has been revoked.
against women's hats in the theatre lastDon't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
neuralgia, sciatica and lumbago.
ZithEr.
At
the
fcnamela"
furnlub vou "Satsuma interior
ed long, but finally won. If the war
No. 3S8. —Additions: Anther, panther.
Beware of imitations, the genuine is
tame price as onttuary palui.
against long street skirts will be equally
How t«>
lone.
One.
k'REK Color can! an·! our Injok et,
PERRY DAVIS".
vigorous and persistent, perhaps that
Kefurnlah the Home Without Buying New Kur
may win too. It is doubtful, however,
alturv."
Bkecham's Pills will dispel the bluee.
for it is only the wearere themselves
Made by Heath & Milligan
Co.,
A Boston paper recently published the who are obliged to suffer for the idiotic
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Chicago.
advertisement:
"Capable fashion, unless the leading physicians of
following
Coach
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish,
SUPPLIES !
woman wants washing; can be taken the country are correct in their stateand Spar
Muralo, Ac.,
Varnish,
ments that the long skirts for the street
home."
Maaury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
are breeders of disease for the houseW. P.
For sale by,
Don't be imposed upon by taking sub- hold.—Argus.
lil Tlain St., Mouth Pari*. *le. stitutes offered for Foley's Honey and
HINTS FOR THE LAUNDRY.
Tar. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Orin SteMailorder» promptly tllletl.
WAf*R.
MH'TH ΡΑΚΙ*.
A practical laundress says that all the
vens, Oxford.
towels should be thoroughly dried beLady—"Your references don't seem fore they are put in the hamper.
to me quite satisfactory."
That clothes-pins are made much more
Applicant—
"Nor to me, ma'am. But they're the durable by boiling for ten minutes bebest I could get."
fore they are used.
That linen may be mado beautifully
and
Tar
positively white by the use of a little refined borax
Foley's Honey
Recures all throat and lung diseases.
in the water instead of using the washfuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
ing fluid.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
That blankets should be washed in
a teaConductor—"No men are allowed in moderately warm water, in which
this compartment—it is reserved for spoonful of ammonia has been put to
of
water.
Bach
gallon
ladies." Lady—"O, let him come in!
That wash fabrics that are inclined
He's only my husband !"
to fade should be rinsed and soaked in
A kidney or bladder troublo can al- very salt water, to set the color, before
ways be cured by using Foley's Kidney ivashing in the suds.
That calicoes, ginghams, and chintzes
Cure in time. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ihould be ironed on the wrong side.
That a very hot iron should never bo
"eacher—"Johnnie, this is the worst, ased for flannels or woolens.
coi. îposition in the class, and I'm going
That napkins should always bo folded
to write to your father and tell him." with the
selvedge towards tho ironer.
Johnnie—"Don't keer if ye do; he wrote
That embroideries should be ironod
j
it ferme."
in a thin, smooth surface over thick
lannel and only on the wrong aido.
Women love a clear, healthy comThe Home
Range with a flue on the back plexion. Puie blood
Range is the
makes it.
BurA tepid bath taken just before retiring
that covers theentire back of the oven. The wood back weighs 10 lbs. It dock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
ias an excellent sedative effect.
It is
mall.
KL Υ ΒΚ< >TllIK.s. M Warrvn

SALESMEN WANTED
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S. P. MAXIM & SON,

HOME

RANGE!

QUAKER

j

only

Quaker

is built expressly for
full size of Hre box.

burning

wood.

Will take

a

50 ets. down and 50 c(s.

twenty-four

a

inch stick,

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

To reject
wisdom.

correction

STOPS

THE

is

to

refuse

COUGH

AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

I
°

3

DOLLARS'
a

LIFE

riarn's husband.
Mrs. Schmitt did not like the judge.
The worst men In her eyes are those
who always teem so nice and pleasant
tc everybody and between times get
drunk and abuse their wives. If such
men were only mean all the time, people would not blume their wives for
everything thut goes wrong, as the
village did Mrs. Merrlam when she had
the old judge bound over to keep the
had
peace. Since that time the Judge
been obliged to live at the village ho
tel. and Mrs. Merrlam wus left in the
big house. Now when the Judge wanted to see Mrs. Merrlam he drove up to
the gate and whistled for her. Then
Mrs. Merrlam put on her best dress
and went driving with him, for the
Judge wus really very pleasant when
he" was in a "good temper." as Mrs.
Merrlam herself would have put it.
Every evening she made Peter drive
down to the hotel to see that the judge
got to bed without hie boots. The judge
paid those of his bills thut he could
out of his pruetice, and Mrs. Merriam
paid her own out of the place and the
"summer guests." Sometimes she paid

odd one of the judge'B.
Minna could η >t see but what it wpb
much better so, though whenever she
went to the village she had to hear
something about women who wear the
"pants" and like remarks, which passed
for wit thereabout. But Minnu. who
had had u sharp and happily short
an

MEM-

BRANOUS CROUP.

1

specially

rous

J

to

subjects.

be recommended for ner-

If you can get some cedar dust sprinke it on your etove while cooking vegeables that have a strong odor.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
No Cure, no Pay.
» cold in one day.
To give a rich color to
Price 25 cents.
J ι iweet milk before baking.

pies

wet with

C. W.

Lynch,

a

prominent

»'I
you advertise for a donkey,"
sai d the m-n who looked as if ho had
something for sale. "Oh, yes," said
the busy man stopping hie work for a
minute to look up, "but I want one with
four legs."
see

êyfJtrmr^
This

signature is

Laxative

Sho

on

very l>ox of the

Br<?n-:>-Quinine
col»'

remedy tt-st

CKre* a

married experience of her own. loftily
ignored these supposed Jokes, for her
German tongue was too slow to risk
auswers. The delectable I'eter himself,
who made possible the harmony of the
present.conditions, was Irish. lie drove
the Judge home one day when the
Judge's driving was a bit uncertain,
even for a horse that could llnd the
way home alone. I'eter put up the
horse and looked after things that

evening, and he had been doing

so

ever

since. Now he was the one person who
was able to travel cheerfully the sometimes slippery path between the inn
and the house at all times.
And still Le did not come In. Minna
bethought herself that she ought to go
over to the stables. Tomorrow would
be Sunday, sud Peter often needed a
stitch put in somewhere. It was not in

Minna's quick fillers to see any one
on Sunday if she could help it.
So she went over to the stables not
that she was curious or, even worse,
worried. Things did look queer. TLe
road wagon was standing In the drivewny, the cushion left shiftlessly on the
seat. Ktid Peter's best cont I riff nc-iiw
it. After a moment Minn:.'* sharp ear
heard d-.»ep breathing, and there on a
bench Inside the door lav Peter, fast
asleep. Now Minna could not believe
that any man would ko fast asl»vp
without his supjKT unl< « there were
something wron;;. Hut she wss u^nl to
doing things, not stnndiûR and lo-tking
st them. She took the cushion off the
•••at and. sIouk with the coat, carried
It Into the carriage shed
Something
hnrd In one of Peter's pockets struck
her hand, and she knew it at once for
a bottle. It was almost empty, and the
to be
mistaken.
contents were not
Then sbe tried the other pocket. He-

untidy

boid. another Iiottle!

"That camel of a Judire." she muttered. "He has five stomach·, and he
does not rest until everybody Is like
him." The zeal to save woke In her.
and she did not ask herself whether
she had that fine seal for every wavering soul or only for Peter's. She took
the lattice and hurried to the kitchen

T*weu

I

drag store»

a very delicate

thing to do. So ht

was

@jïïnffïfwi

For Infants and Children.

I

The Kind You Have

its

socket.
Bald and rattled the whip In
At this ominous and unaccustomed
sound the horses plunged forward so
suddenly that Peter had to jhiII them
to their haunches to keep them out of

similating foe Food andRegulaUng the Stomachs and Bowels of

tho horses was bothered.
"But. Mrs. Schmltt." he said. "sure. I
I
nn you re always such a sensible wo
I
man"—
wosensible
a
to
be
use
the
"What's
all
man when a mans so foolish? It's

"I

was

afraid

Àlx.Sfnn*

ttlrm Sr»d
Ci.nfrtd AiMT
Wukryrrr* Πανοτ.

Aperfccl Remedy forConstipaWorms,Convulsions,FeverishΓϊοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

and Loss OF SL£EP.

ness

I

F«c

Simile Signature

oF

NEW YORK.

1") »''*><·

hyperinnoceiit

«>10

>SCl"IS

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Peter.
"In the bottles of whisky." gulped
Minna.
I etcr \\ histled, and the hordes Cow
"Ipecac's bitter, isn't it Γ Put Minna
did not notice, she was crying so hari.
"Guess I better tell Anse that it's cheap
'lectionecrfn' whisky an' the missus
will send him somethin' better." Minna smiled so gratefully that Peter fell |
to wondering what he could do next to
please her. When ho came out of
Anse's, he was chuckling. "The baby's
all right, but Anse is bavin' a time."

If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent

Whereupon Minna giggled hysterically.

the'

To make sure Minna herself took
basket and the port wine which Mrs.
Merriam sent. Whon she eame back,
she walked rather «lowly up the drivewhether she
way, trying to decide
and tell Peter. \\ hen she
should

a postal card and send to The NewYork Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for
a free specimen copy.
The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmer· and
their families, anil »tan<ts it the hea<l of the
The priée in *1.'*» per
agricultural press.
it
year, but if you like it you can Meure
own
favorite lo« al newspaper.
with your
The Oxford I>eiii«»erat. >«nith I'aris. M··.. at a
bargain, Ilot'i paper* one year only iJ «*>
Serd your order and money to The Oiford

Buy

stop

to the stable door. Peter was
pitching straw for bedding. He did
not seem to be getting much on his
fork, and presently he looked up up jf
seeing her there were the most unexpected happening. He pulled bis hat
down und came toward her. Leaning
thi
against the doorpost. he regarded
About
his
intently.
of
pitchfork
prong·
that time Minna found her basket ban
die very interesting, and she Ix^-an to
rub her foreflr,K,.r thoughtfully up and
came

Democrat.

down its strands.
<■
"ïlie
«any s mi ηκιιι. ι··ι·-ι.
at l»«-r
said after η while, refer
meditatively as If somehow sin* w« ι.

Perhaps It's Worms

|

Bay in# noinrthlngelse.
"Mrs Sclimitt." he «aid then. "Γν
been thinkln' «Iwut Ih>w worr<»\| y<
··
pot nl»oiit them tNittki It'» kind

inlrN «lut ails a child wh«> i·
t't .»t« It for e%rr·. ti i'he
< » «r
τ < r* t. «»/ f'·· » ;!mmti
*■■··»hmM probable r.m«e
7«
of clul<,r· ti cm I»· tr»«e»l ilimi! or »
Mtljr t'< »"Τη». You
can fee the re^.ilt tn ti ·.· languid l'» k«. ιιη·
table disposition, η -r'i -s »l«-i p. «aru .e ap»
<A
petite. WUat the child uccd* it
Tile w<v-*t 1 m· ΐ
».*·»-.a·!<! languid.

nice to think |*i>ph· «ure enough t
Xow. Pre lui
about yon.
tbirikin' there might In· nif-er tit njin τ
take till η ifieroe. an* sometime· If»
the nh-e things tlmt an· the Ι*·«ί f«T a
worry

■ι *

>

..

tu ta

p

True'si Elixir

don't yon think so?**
Peter »t ·ρι*ιΙ ntid dug hi* p!t< bf'Tk
Into the gro hmI. Minna'· literal <»»r
man luind had tieeome unwary.
"What m tiki you take. th*n. PetrrT*
"Well, now. Minna. If 'twere left t«>

man.

If w· mi* are prewnt. the ν w..l b
it
pr Ilrd. If th«re are ti·» * rr

a»

t

a» a

tome-« It

.n

€><it

t

and l»>*i is through its g

I'd take yon."
In spite .>f Mr» Merrlam. who point
ed out precedent and evident* to pr>ve
that Minna luid strangely inverted h τ
<t
opinion, M!ntui agreed with Peter Ju
to nave him. to l>e i«ure.
me

rtits.

ti\e

(it:

at

t.

η*

a

lwuà

laa

;.j

»» <trn»vi»t*. Wn»<»for(r»·
t lukm-11 auil Ibrtr l«i«r*vv"

DR. J. Ψ. TRUK *. CO.. Auburn, Me.
f>r»«1al traitiu- ut fur U|« »«m.
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WOMEN'S
WOES.

Hard fer any
woman to do
housework—
to attead to
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inU'ials it it-ill £ u ·» / <.·
<■
>r
It ha-> been ι:ι u
it lit tn
It u purely \« geti Me.
50 year*
Harmless under any cnnditi >tis
for children or adults.

Thr L 'tnii nnd *hurt of It.

"Ile may win the rare."
"Yes: he's short legged. but
winded." Detroit Free Press.

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

»

R-kttusJm-

judge, too. so we thought if you >.ot
good and sick you'd never do it again,
and we put some ipecac in it. a whole
ounce"—
In what/' asked the

of

Λ-ùtr Cmî

get like the

you'd

Signature

/tet/te a*' /M UrSAML'ELPfTCmR
Putr/Jan Seul'

And Minna cried more.
your fault.
"Well. then, if it is I'll ι*. drlvln*
on." said Peter. "An* you'll be tellin'
me how It Is that it's my fault." Then
he lifted the reins. but he did not start
Minna looked over the
the horses.
fields, while the tears rolled down her
checks. Then she stole a glance at Pe-

hurriedly:

Bears the

Promotes Digcslion£heerful·
ness and Resl Contains neither
Opium.Morplune nor Minerai.
Not "Narcotic.

as

ter's face, calm and masculinely unrelenting. There came a trot behind lier.
McGolrlck's mules were coming up the
road behind them, and she and Peter
standing still like that! So she began

Always Bought

ÀVfcgctable Preparalionfor As-

the ditch.
"ΙΊ1 not drive a step. ΓΙΙ tell you." he
snld. "until I know what for." for Peter could not stand bothering the
Then
horses when he was driving.
Minna began to cry. and Peter as well

Λ

Γ

k

/

/
Bears the

Signature
at

The Crocker Fountain Pen is IT,

daily duties
with a

constantly
aching back.
Every woman

you rcLOW
YOU Η LOW
YOU 15 LOW
DON'T BLOW

should learn
the cause of

backache

and the cure.

na."
Minna obeyed and then milked the
complaining cows, grown restless waiting for Peter, and when everything
was well done she went up to her room
and cried a bit. In the morning she

Bodily pain loses its terror If you've a ter was near and that she herself was
bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil in thirty-five. As she passed a little house
the house. Instant relief in cases of an the rond where old Anse, the choreburns, cuts, sprains, accidents of any
man, llvfd with about a dozen gtnnd·
sort.
children, she heard a child's fretful
"Must be it'e sick. I'll have to ask
"They tell me, Professor, you have cry.
mastered all the modern
tongues." Anse."
When Minna came out of the church,
"Well, yes; all but my wife's and her
mother's."
she had a start that must surely have
given her a nervous shock bad she
As Fire spreads in dry grass, so does been of less
hardy fiber, for there was
an inflammation in tho throat, grow
Peter waiting as usual.
Deal promptly
down into the lungs.
"An' why didn't you wait for me,
with a cold as with a fire, and when you
Mrs. Schinitt?" he asked.
Balsam.
use
Allen's
to
Lung
begin
cough
"It was a good morning to walk."
Father—"I'm afraid, Tom, you have gaid Minna most quietly.
Son
an ingrained antipathy for work."
lie helped hor Into the cart, and then
—"That's where you misjudge me, dad. he said
slowly after they were started,
Why, I've often sat for hours watching "It was a very hot day yesterday."
And you must ada man sawing wood.
And he switched the lines to chase
mit that sawing wood is the least interthe files oil the backs of the horses.
work."
kind
of
hard
esting
"A very hot day."
But Minna wus silent. After a little
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. Peter wont on: "We went over a turriAll druggists refund the money if it ble lot of country yesterday, the Judge
F. W. Grove'· signature an' 1. I'm thankful we had a right
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.
good supper over at Hameck's. so.
bein' tired an' restin' me a minute. I
"I believe," said the youug physician, fell
aeleep. It's too bad you milked
us
half
bad
with
our
cooks supply
"that
the cows an' did that work."
tho
"That's
right, rejoined
patients."
"Oh, that didn't make much differold doctor. "And good cooks supply
ence," said Minna. But there seemed
ue with the other half."
to be something that did, so after a
"Neglected colds make fat grave- bit Peter wuut on again:
"The Judge is a turrible man to drink
yards." Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
Syrup helps men and women to a happy, an* treat all rouu' when he goos 'leevigorous old ago.
tioneerln'. He gimme a couple o' botHe had been courting the girl from tles to treat the boys for him. but I
Philadelphia for ten years. When he met old Anse in the road this mornin'.
proposed she exclaimed: "Oh, Georgo, an' he told me one of the children was
this Is so sudden!" She knew what was sick an' he didn't feel very well himwanted of her.
self, an' so I gave him the rest."
Peter had the flattering sense that
Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of he was
clearing himself without adthe skin of any sort instantly relieved,
oured. Doan's Ointment, mitting the suspicion, which is really
it any

It'll kill It."
"But It was good stuff." said Peter
blandly. "The judge paid a dollar a
bottle for the bit of a bottle."
"But It's bad; I know It's bad. Ilurry up and tell Anse it's bad." Peter
only stared at her and almost held tho
horses at a standstill. "Ilurrv up." she

child!

met her at the kitchen
is Peter?" she asked.
past her and tragically
bottles In front of hi r.
"Minna," gasped that lady, "what—
what have you been doing?"
"Peter, you
"I?" screamed Minnu.
mean!"
"Peter! Oh, Peter. Peter, you, too.
Peter!" wailed Mrs. Merriam at she
sank down In a chair. "But wait: this
is the first time, and there Is still hope
for him. I have it"— Ard she hurried
to her medicine shelf and came hack
with a bottle with some brown stulT
in it. "This will make him wish he'd
never touched any olection whisky in
his life. Itun and slip them back. Mln-

felt very heavy.
"It Is a dninp morning." she suhl.
looking against the shining mist. lier·
and there a dead leaf fluttered in front
of her. The sun was soft and warm
and the gnnsn of the trees deep and
dark In the glistening moisture, and
yet It all kept her thinking that win-

day

CASTORIA

I

with thew.
Mrs. Merrlam
"Where
door.
Minna marched
held up the two

There
up earlier than usual.
seemed no use In waiting for Peter to
drive hor to early mass this morning.
She trudged along the damp road from
which the late August sun had not yet
drawn the dew, and her feet somehow-

Grocer—"Well, little girl, what can I
do for you this morning?" Little Girl—
"Mother sent me to get change for a dollar and said to tell you she would give
you the dollar to-morrow."

permanently

the more surprised to see Minna Jump I
around In her seat nnd fairly scream at
I
turn:
"You did what?"
"Gave It to old Anse for the child."
"Oh," she moaned, "for the sick

IT
I I

Doan's

I

Kidney Pills

whs

genuine

one

stood

and it would have been not only
strange but suspicious of anybody else
after having been '"lectloueering" all
afternoon with the old judge. Mrs. Mer

WORTH

FROM

the

Schmltt

was

well

SAVED

at

Minna

growing
ery moment the light
fainter and duller, and still Peter
Burns did not come in to the supper
that bad been waiting for him over
two boars. This vas strange of Peter,

Miss Eldor—"I'd have you to know
that I have remained single from choice.
Perhaps you don't believe it, but I've
had men at my feet." Miss Tarte—"At
the shoe store?"
BOV'S

Jt

kitchen door of Merriam's big house
and looked at the changing west. Ev-

known coal
operator of Buffalo, 0., writes, "I have
been afflicted with kidney and bladder
trouble for years, passing gravel or
I got no
stones with excruciating pain.
relief from medicines until I began taking Foley s Kidney Cure, then the result
A few doses started the
was surprising.
brick dust like line stones and now I
have no pain across my kidneys and I
feel like a new man. it has done me a
$1000 worth of good." F. A. Shurtleff
& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Thurnes,

2

Ô

Copyright, 1901, by Eugenie Uhlrloh

Mrs.

OF GOOD.
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Burns—"I'm thinking of spending my
winter up in the polar regions." Skalds
—"What for, for mercy's sake?" Burns
—"It isn't fashionable to get in a lot of
coal up there. That's all."

THOUSAND

I
Λ

—
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Let me say I have used Ely's Cream
Balm fur catarrh and can thoroughly
recommend it for what it claims. Very
truly, (Rov.) H. W. Hathaway, Elizabeth, N. J.
I tried Ely'e Cream Balm and to all
appearances am cured of catarrh. The
terrible headaches from which I long
suffered are gone.—W. J. Hitchcock,
late Major U. S. Vol. and A. A. Gen.,
Buffalo, Ν. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggist» at 50 cte.
Warren
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 50
St., New York.

A

SAVING
OF PETER

By EUGENIC UHLAICH

tf

citizen of
forms, sewing machine, lap-board, tape- Winchester, Ind., writes: "My little boy
a
evolved
be
will
there
measure, etc.,
had a severe attack of membranous
well-made, artistic, and complete ward- croup, and only got relief after taking
robe for each, with that touch of inFoley's Honey and Tar. Ile got relief
dividuality so desirable, at even less after one dose and I feel thj}t it saved
than the sum expended on Miss Silly the life of
my boy." Refuse substitutes.
Vanity's personal wardrobe for the eame F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens,
And ten chances to one her Oxford.
season.
garments are half sewed and generally
shiftless if home-made: but Miss Silly
Toploy— "It is said that it costs on an
Vanity usually "iust hates to sew," bo average of $05*0 to put out a fire in New
howshe hires a cheap dressmaker—alas,
York." Wiswell—"So? At the present
very cheap some are!
of coal it would cost about as much
price
be
could
that
would
seem
It
pleasure
to start one, wouldn't it?"
old
an
from
face
the
off
in
felt
ripping
REFORM
THE
FROM
gown, washing and pressing it and put- REIOKT
it
1
ting aside; for the day will come when
SCHOOL.
it will delight you as "just the thing 1
J. G. Gluck, Superintendent, Prunyneeded." Even the cheapest lace has a
1
town, W. Virginia, writes: "After trysome
way of coming in handily to trim
medicines
other
advertised
all
couch
ing
garment for which one does not wish to we h?ve decided to use
Foley's Honey
expeud money yet does wish to have it a and Tar exclusively in the West Virginia
little trimmed.
Reform School. I find it the most eflilUUODS call Ut* llilll/.CU l'itAL atl ιηίιι
fective ami absolutely harmless." F. A.
be
can
women.
They
by ingenious
Λ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
cleaned in ammonia or turpentine water SUurtlelf
and pressed—having a cloth between
Miss I)c Style—"Ile bet her a kiss
tbem and the iron and pressed while
Miss Gunhusta—
Vale would win."
damp. If faded they can be dyed a "And how «lid It come out?" Miss Hedeeper shade or black. The method,
Style—"A tie." Mi*# Gunbusta—"I#
par excellence, (and really little known)
that so?" Miss De Style—"Ye·; 1 was
is to clean the ribbons, as you can clean
at the wedding."
any woolen, silk or velvet, chenille, kid,
etc., with gasoline—outdoors. To make COUGHS, COLDS, AND CONSTIPA
dyeing a pleasure mix oil paint front
TION.
your art tubes with gasoline, thin it. and
Few people realize when taking rough
dip your ribbon* therein attaining inand
stantly a lovely, even color, which dries medicines other than Foley's Money
Tar, that tSev contain opiates which are
very quickly.—McCall'* Magazine.
corntipaling be*ide* beinj· unsafe, parONE WOMAN'S CHAT.
ticular!»- for children.
Foley's Honey
we noticed a and Tar contains no
on
a
recently
lady
Calling
opiates, is safe and
singular object in one of her beautifully •lire and will not constipate. F. A.
furnished room*, a small post covered SburtlefT A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
with bark stuck into a tlat piece of board.
"He'· an unfortunate man of letters."
"It is (or the cat,'' said the hostess, "to
try her claws on instead of on the "Why, I never heard he wa« an author."
furniture. I followed this suggest ion "Well, he wa* the author of several *etmade by the Cat Journal." she added, ters that li»*t him a breach of promise
The cat suit."
"and it answers admirably.
prefers it to the furniture."
The fashion of binding books in covImportant te Mother·.
ers of white is anything but attractive,
because these covers grow dingy in a ■amine C«r»fnlly «wry beetle of CaSTOIDA.
short time. Besides, books bound in § safe and «or» remedy for Infanta sod children.
this "fancy" binding do not look so in- Ml Mettant
viting and readable as books bound in
Bean the
The
darker colors.
more au luttant ial,
white covered hook says plainly, "I)o Signature of
am
I
not take me into your hands.
b Dm For Over 30 Tear·.
made simply to be looked at.*' M inv
Tbe Klod Too Bave Always tkmjbL
unfortunate mistakes are made in the
search of novelty and beauty.
Kaabion takes no account of small
"When that boy threw stones at you,
The latter will go the rounds
women.
didn't you come and tell me, instead
why
of the stores in vain attempts to find of throwing them back?" "Tell you!
silks and foulards with small designs,
Why, you couldn't hit a barn door!"
'and ready made suits that will at least (And mother went back to her washing.)
and
is
made
partially tit. Kverything
A TIMELY TOPIC.
designed for tall women and for those
about the medium height. By the way,
At this season of coughs and colds it
what i* the medium height fora woman? is well to know that Foley's Honey and
A child, during his tirst ride on a rail- Tar is the
greatest throat and lung
way train, trying to count the rapidly remedy. It cures quickly and prevents
vanishing trees from the window, ex- serious results from a cold. F. A.
claimed. "How fast they run, and they've ShurtletT & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. ;

One of Dickens' characters.
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From 1 to 2. a large variety of dog:
from 2 to 3. a kind of wreath: from 3
to 6. pertaining to nature; from 2 to 5.
weariness; from G to δ, a discourse:
to trade; from 1 to 5. a
from 3 to
small painted likeness; from 1 to 4. an
engine; from -J to Γ», learned. *
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boys about 16 years of age
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charms alike both the

When this young person was advised
clean slightly soiled ribbon, velvet,
feathers, etc., and! to press or re-trim a
last year's bonnet, she :.co»nfully sniffed:
"O, no, it's too much bother and fuss."
Now it is an imposition for her or any
other of similar hundreds, to marry. In
such cases marriage must be a failure
due to seltisli, vain extravagance.
Your "really truly" lady does not
blush to save the laces, ribbons, buttons,
to mend hose, to remodel garments, and
The old Btory of the
lo re-triin hats.
lady who bestowed upon a needy woman
a goodly assortment of partly worn garments which had been often and nicely
mended, in reply to her poorer sisterwoman's surprised remarks concerning
this mending, "Why, do rich people
mend their clothes?" said "Yes, that is
how they became rich."
We all know that tine fortunes have
been ruined by the wasteful cooking in
a home; just as truly does great waste
occur in the sewing-room.
Give a conscientious, ingenious mother
of three little ones, a supply of good
dress
patterns and the extra aids of

SEE
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ο
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And from him shouts of laughter
He reveled In my whole.
Which quickly made my last my first
And cheered his lonely soul.

burst:

φ

clothing

ON

The question of "What can I do with
my old clothes," is not allowed to press
heavily upon such frivolous natures.
Une woman, who serves as a type of this
too common class, is always shockingly
ill-dressed and slouchy at home; but, on
the street she apes the expeusive dress
(and the manners) of the "swell set" she
The dress, ruinously costly
so envies.
and ridiculous, sadly inappropriate, and
all the details from veil to shoes, are
thrown out, crushed, unaired, unbrushed
uutil another suit takes its place. Expensive hats—for hats costing $12 and
upward are wickedly expensive for one
who must wed a struggling, poor young
man, while she is poor and moves only
worn
among people of scanty means—are
a few times each^season, then they are

might

He traveled on through mud and mire.
When, to his great delight.
He saw an Inn and a friendly fire
And went there for the night

ο

$'If Ρ

will

us

or

a

steep;

slot'p.
Sheltered from storm and blast.

1
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The way was rocky and dark and
My last was flying past.
He sought for an Inn where he

ο

Me.

vou

ft·

j

No. 3JX).—Chnradr.
A traveler rotle hurd and fast.
Shivering with cold and dread.
"If I can but reach my first In my last,
I shall then be safe," he said.

So.

TRIAL SIZE 2*c

MEDIUM 50e

EXPERIENCE
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and I am very small; again transsend
pose me, and this time I mean to
forth.

No. 3i)l.—(Jaltrd Word·.
Unite agitation and the soft plumage
of a bird and make a rude bed.
Unite an impediment and α sovereign
and have a clamorous noise.

Cures
Deep seated Cqldi
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CHAPTER

AND CLEANING

I THE

careful, prudent, ingenious, penny-saving (sometimes dollar-saving) woman remedy
*nd the thoughtless, untidy, extravagant [t's so'd under the strongest guarantee
To the former economy is
woman.
possible. If it does not do the work
more than mere virtue or duty—it is a your
money will be cheerfully refunded.
her
to
exercise
ingenuity.
sale
joy
For
by F. A. Shurtleff A
To the latter, however, it is a hateful Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond; Orin
thing never willingly recognized save as Stevens, Oxford.
And strange fact, sadly
a, dire affliction.
"Poor Fred's voice actually trembled
true, the majority of such women as
these easily "catch a husband," and when he proposed to me." "Yes. he
hustheir
drift into dowdiness, empty
told me ho was scared almost to death
band's purse until he grows bitter—yet lest you diecover that he was accuetomnever appear trim and attractive.
ed to using that formula."

Transpose

returning.

never

A

me,

If In w<nt of any kln<l of Finish for InsMe or I
Pine Lum-1
>ut-M«· w..rk, wail In yMT orient
>er an>l Shingles on ha'nU Cheap for Cash.

From the Boston Herald, |t)ie leading
newspaper of \"ew England, in its i.-»sue

of

ing. but
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MAKING, MENDING
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A SERIOUS AFFAIR.
We all know of snoh cases. It Is very
sasy to neglect a cough until it becomee
» serious affair; then you find it very
bard to cure, and you say, "Oh, how I
wish I had taken it in time."
When "taken in titre" serious results
may be avoided, many years of health
ind happiness may be added to your
life.
For coughs, colds, bronchitis, influenza. and all throat and lung troab'es,
you will find Bauer's Instant Cough
Cuie to be the most leliable and effective
It never fails,
on the market.

Fop Sale

evrelieve a bad back and cure it—cure
from
ery kidney and bladder disorder,
backache to diabetes.

I

IT

WRITES

SELLS

TO
TO
TO
TO

FILL

EMPTY
CLEAN
SELL

IT
II II

IT

SELF

SELF

SELF
SELF

by Γ A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, and
F. P. Stom, Norway, Maine.
THE BARROWS CROCKER PEN* CO., Portland, Me,

143 Wash-1
1

Mrs. C. F. Goodnow. living nt
says:
Ington street, New Britain, Conn., Ι.ν'.* I,
"I save a testimonial la December,
Pills,
Kidney
Doan'H
of
mérite
touching the
I had been

and in the statement said that
for
bothered with my back and kidneys but
over thirteen years, not constantly,
In
settled
It
cold
generally
when I caught
and sore. Often
my back, making it lame
back was
of
small
my
the
the pain through
I read
severe as to make me cry oat.

so

about Doan's Kidney Pills, and procured
& Co.'s drug
some from K. W. Thompson
my
store, on Main street. They helped
reback Immediately, and In a short time
taken
have
I
lieved me of the trouble.
Doan's Kidney Pills at Intervals during
of
the last Are years, when I felt an attack
I
backache coming on, and they always I
without
never
brought Instant relief.. I am
them in the house."
I
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all dru*
Bufstores: 50 cents. Ff>«t<>r-Mllburn Co.,
I
falo. Ν. Y.

9i
I have a large stock of new]
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new

case.

for

9185.

J

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for •900, worth |2">0.

|

One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut casr, for •a SO, worth I30UÎ

Rum-1

I have a nice oak case organ at
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at
great trade.

a

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for 13$.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
for $45
stops, in nice

Paris,

conditio^,

One second hand I)ycr & llnglu-B. six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for 965.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for $115, worth $140.

|

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

«

Wheeler,

CASTORIA fmitotsiUCMdiw

BILLING· BLOCK,

■•util Pari·,

Maine

ΊΡ. A. SHURTLBPP tfc CO., Agent·.

ι
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